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DI~QQS,SJON ANTI WORKING PAPER 0~ 

PROGRES~~ .• QQ}~i9J'ION !JJ::r'.H THE ENVIRQ111v1ENT ACTIOJ:f 

f,!109RAMM:FJ..~!D ASSESSJ.\'!E:NT OF 'l'HE WORK DONE,. TO IMPLEMENT IT 

I., Backt?¢'ound 

In 1971, the Commission sent to the CoUncil a Memorandum on the environment 
pointing to the need to take account of natural resources and the quality 
of li.fe in defining and organizing economic development in the Community 
and outlining Community action in this field. 

Closely followed by memoranda from several acceding States, this 
initiative was soon to derive a considerable political boost from the 
decJ.arations made at the Paris Summit in Oct'ober 1972 and led, in 

'November 1973, to the adoption by the Council of a Community policy and 
Action Programme on the environment which were confirmed and updated in 
1977. 

From the outset, the Community interpreted the term 11 environment11 fairly 
broadly, regarding it as encompassing all the natural resources (the 
natural environment, land, energy anri raw materials) damaged. or over- · 
exploited as a result of economiD and social development, and the q"V..ality 
of life - which is greatly infJ l)enced by the wa:y in which these natural 
resou;rces are exploited. 

E:nviTonment policy, which ·is intended to contribute to harmonious econom::;;:, 
development, thus has a t-v1o.-fold objective ~ ( i) to ensure sound 
management of natural resm1:r·ces - which are economic assets of increaE.in.g 
importance and common to all mankind now and in the future - anr'l 
(ii) tc bring qua.litative "tspeci;s i:ni;o ·!;he planning and orgd.Xli:Z.i:' .. ;;::cm of 
ec,:;n.o·E~o end Bocial devr.·}.opn:£mt. The Coll1J111U1i·~yiis ~nvironment aims 
Ed; achi.svtng ·thii:: hr.Lt sctive by assigning to -~he Membe:r· s·::a:!;.-::s c.o.d 
to the ComiJ1l.mi ty the •-· ying-out of ac·ti vi ties broken. down. t in !;he 
i977-8' Action Prog;~a.mm:.; into four main objectives~ 

' ' 

(i) to re;lucev tJ,f meax.ts of remedial or - if possH}le - preventive 
J·rt;ion e . .:nd nuisa.noesdetrimental to natw:•etl resources, 

th0 b;.osy11 ·<'e and the qua.li ty of life; 



(ii) to protect natural resources and the natural environment, and 
improve the quality of life, by means of measures regulating 

(iv} 

certain activities and, in the longer term, by new instruments of a 
preventive nature; 

~<; o:rganize bac~up measures (reaearoh 1 i;he spr~erling of knowledge, 
economic s·tudies, educational and information ca.mpa:i.gns a.'1d the 
like); 

to look for international solutions ~o certain problems. 

This policy must observe eleven principles 9 chief among Which are 

the Polluter P~s Principle, whereby the polluter is made 
financially responsible for making good any damage he does to 
the environment; 

the principle that priority is to be given to prevention - which 
is more efficient and less expensive than cure; 

the principle that the most appropriate geographical level (local, 
regional, national, Community or international level) must be sought 
for each type of action. More specifically, the Community will 
step in only if action at national level n~eds to be placed in a 
wider perspective to become fully effective or if it involves a 
common interest {safeguarding of water 7 for example) or when the 
adoption of divergent national measures would cause major economic 
or social problems. 

II. The results so far 

Annex I provides a progress report on, and a ,detailed assessment (by 
Chapter of the Programme) of, the action t~en or under way, the 
obstacles encountered and the future prospects as regards Community 
action. 

It shm..s that substantial results have been achieved in various fields in 
a very short space of time: 

The main endeavours have been in the form of legislative and 
regulatory action to reduce pollution. It is noteworthy that in less 
·than seven years the Community has adopted 58 legislative texts in 
this field, fifteen on water pollution, ten on the ~eduction of air 
pollution, seven on wa.ste, eight on noise, pollution and four on the 
protection of the environment, land a.nd,natural resources. Annex II 
lists the environmental legislation adopted by t.he Council or the 
Commission. 

The implementation or study of new instruments for action is under 
way, including :-

"" The development of a method of '•ecoJ.ogical mapping.-now being 
used experimentally in ten Community regions. It is a ~ of 
describing the environment in a rational and scientific manner 
and of reflect.ing its diversity in .terms of levels of suitability 
for a range of economic or social uses. 
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• The implementation of environmental impact assessment 
procedures, on which the Commission will be submitting 
a proposal in the near future, concerning development 
projects likely to have significant effects on the 

= 

environment. ' 

The establishment of European Conventions on the Quality of 
Life now being tried out experimentally in respect-of 
asbestos and chlorofluorocarbons. 

= 'The promotion of technologies which cause less pollution and 
generate less waste. 

Research on improving the environment is ~eing carried out or 
coordinated under the research programme. Financial ·support 
of 21 million u.a. was earmarked for action in this area in 1979, 
for four main topics: research to establish pollution criteria 
(doses and effects); prevention or reduction of pollution; 
preservation of the natural environment and information 
management (data banks). . , 

•I 11 

Various training campaigns and campaigns to make the public more 
aware of environmental matters have been successfully completed. 
In particular, a network of pilot schools interested in teaching 
environment-related subjects has been se~ up in all the'Member 
States, an inventory of environmental ~o~umentation and research 
centres has been drawn up and university studies and research· 
have been encouraged. · 

In 1975, a Regulation created the European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions which has been set 
up in Dublin. 

The Community is a. Contra.oting Party to, :·and aotivel;y pa.rtioipa.tes 
in, the implementation of international::a.greements on the protection 
of the sea against pollution, the conse~ation of animal and plant 
species threatened with extinction and aotiori to combat trans
frontier pollution. 

The Commission is cooperating closely with the international 
organizations dealing with environmental problems such as the OECD, 
the Council of Europe 1 the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 
and the United Nations Economic Commissicm for Europe (ECE). · 

Finally, there are regular exchanges of; information between the 
.Commission and third countries such as the USA, Canada, Japan, 
Switzerland, Austria and Sweden. 

: [' 

III. How Community environment policy interacts with national policies 

Community environment policy fulfils several t'unctions in relation to 
Member States' policies . 1 

It helps to define a common approach to,: environment policy and to 
work out common objectives and principle~~ 

'' 



It harmonizes Member States' policies whenever, in isolation, they 
might cause economic difficulties (barriers to trade or distortions 
of competition) or cannot deal effectively with the kind of 
problems involved such ae trane-!~~t1~r pollutiou. 

The very fact that it exists at all gives encouragement and acts 
as a driving force. It provides a focus for dialogue and allQWB 
regular meetings and exchanges of views and experience bet,veen 
national administrators, MP~s, industrialists, ecologists, etce 
The Information Agreement signed in March 197 3 pl~s an :1.mportant 
role here~ In signing the Agreement, the Member States undertook 
to send the Commission their draft national environmental legislation 
before adoptiono 
This procedure not only ensures that the Commission has advance 
notice 1 but also enables it to ask the Member States to postpone 
adoption for a short whil,e to allow the Commission time to propose 
GolllJrrl.mi ty measures for adoption by the Council in the pa.rticula.r 
field. There is thus a. kind of osmotic; interac·cion between the 
various national· laws throu~1 the agenqy, of Community regulations 
designed to extend to the rest of the Co~ity national schemes 
"to improv·e the environment~ Since 1973 the Commission has recei11ed 
over 250 such notifications~ 

It can give Specific measures the most. a.ppropria;-l;e geograph:tcal and 
political dimension. This applies to ~e.asures to reduce trans
frontier pollution, ooordtna.te research and increase public 
awaxeness. It also applies to cases where en,~ronmenta.l protection 
measures affect internatior~l trade patterns~ An example of this 
can 'be seen in the discussions currently in progress with the 
American author:i.ties on the applicatio.~q.,of the "To:x:ic Substances 
Control Actn to chemical products from the Commu:o.i ty a:nd a.pplioati.o:n 
of the relevant Co:lillJ)'!#"1,;i. ty :r"'lles ( Si:JcUh.~endme:nt) .. 

H strengthens the position of the Member States a.t i:r.:t£~rnatiom1 
level ( OECDy Co·uncil of ~"urope ~ UNJ1'P, EC!E, interna:t:i.ont:J.l a.greemE•!rts) 
by putting forw-a.:rd a. Cormmmi ty posi tio:n or a. common position, as 
the case ~ be. 

1 ~ i'ii thout doubt, the ma.in hurdle which has had to be su.rmouxrted in 
implementing the programmes ha.s been, and sti,ll is 1 'the considerable 
imbalance bet111een the vast amount of work ir+Vfolved and the small staff 
complement available to do it. This has CO:i'\Siderably slowed. down some 
programmes {e. g. reducing water and air poUution1 setting up an 
environmental impact procedure), seriously hampered others (waste) and 
is making it difficult to fulfil the obligations the Commission has taken 
on Hi th the Dir·ecti ves already adopted (e. g• the Sixth Amendment) •. 

2. With regard to combating pollution,• four main types of difficulties 
have been encountered : 

';l 

'! ;· 

:. I! 
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The first is the scientific information available~ Depending on the 
state of scientific knowledge reliable and unchallengeable data on 
the properties of pollutants and their effects on man and the 
environment is not alwa¥s available. 'Q'nanimous agreement is alwa.yr
eit~ioult, ~o the~• often ~ema1nm ooneide~able 1oope fo~ 
interpr~tation, with the result that it m~ be tempting in some oases 
to use this as a reason for restricting the severity of the measures 
proposed •. This results in differences of opinion between Member 
States, which in turn delazy-s the adoption qf the measures. The 
research programmes should give a high priority to these ~roblems. 

fiJlother difficulty is that of obtaining clear and accurate information 
about the costs and benefits of a particular mea.sureo Much progress 
has still to be made in this area. although, of course, the situation of 
the various firms in the Community can never be the same and any 
measure 7 however modest, will affect a firm differently according 
to the kind of firm which it is and according to its geographical 
and economic situation. 

'\ ; 
A third difficulty arises because differ~nt Member States approach 
the same problems in different w~s. ~e best example of this 
concerns the reduction of water pollut:j,~n, where two al~ernative 
approaches were provided for in Directive 454, even as regards the 
toxicity, persistence and bioaccumulati:on of substances. The 
differences between the two approaches are such that they could of 
course lead ·to different results and thus to measures of unequal 
strin.gency. · 
This disparity leads in turn to suspicion of the:Commission'e 
proposals or bet\..reen Member States, each of which tends to consider that 
its approach results in measures which are more stringent for · . 
its industry. 
The Commission hopes that ·the discussio:n,s involved in the adoption of 
the Directive on mercury and the "drins" will serve to clear the air 
and expedi~e future work on other substances. 

Lastly, the differences between measurement techniques and methods 
sometimes make it difficult to arrive at common standards (e~g~ for 
so2 and particulates suspended in the air). 

3· Difficulties mazy- also sometimes arise if:· the political will is uncertain. 
This wa.s the case with :caeasures to prevent and combat the pollution of the 
sea by oil. 
The haJf-hearted political response arose only because of a succession of 
·catastrophies. The Commission earnestly hope~ for mo:re support than in the 
past for the proposals it intends to present following on from the Council's 
decis:i.ons of June 1978. ; 1: 

·i 
4. Difficulties relating to the.scientificlinformation mentioned above 
and the different geographical, political and. economic circumstances of the 
different Member Jtates inevitably mean that.their responsiveness to 
environmental issues varies, and this Inai1 in~turn result in different 
attitudes to certain problems. · 



This is the case, for example, with the policy to be a4opted on 
chlorofluorocarbons, air pollution b,y sulphur or lead, pollution of the 
sea as a result of the wilful discharge of industrial wastes, etc. 
These difficulti~s are not insuperable. They have to be solved in 
compliance with the rules relating to the common market and, if necessary 9 

by phasing the times and. varying the areas for· the application of the 
common rules adoptedo 

5· Recourse to Article 235, either on its own or in conjunction with 
another Article of the Treaty, has not caused any particular difficulties, 
apart from a few oases relating to the protection of wildlife. 
The Commission hopes that reserva.tion.s in this spher:e will be withdrawn 
since the international character of the matters involved, their effects 
on various policies (commercial policy, agricultural policy and fisheries 
policy) and public sensitivity on these matters are in.themselves 
sufficient to justifY the action undertaken by the Community in this respecto 

6. More recently, the external effects of-certain common rules~ combined 
with the fears arising from the different attitudes mentioned in 
paragraph~ above 7 have resulted in some Community ac~ion being blocked. 
It should be stressed here that the benefits ,of a.dhering to a Communi -Gy 
policyr weighed against the fe·w slight disadvantages involved, should be 
assessed as a whole and that there is no chance of making headway with 
such a policy if each Member State only wishes to accept those aspects which 
are to its advantage. 
In the particular case of the wilful discharge of waste at sea, which is 
likely to increase substantially because of progress made i:p. combating 
pollu.tion else\'lhere, the cost of monitoring wa~te storage sites on land 
and the increasing difficulty in finding sui -table sites because of the · , 
limited space available and local opposi t:i on.f. ;the Commission considers 
that the Community should arm itself with· a consistent policy and hopes 
that .the matter will shortly be discussed in .the Co,mciL 

'7" ·The implementation of Community environment policy and of the related 
Directives (see the appropriate section in Annex I) cannot fail to be 
affected by institutional and administrative differences between the 
Member States, differences in proced·ares as regards regulations and the 
division of responsibilities between national ~d regional authorities" 

i[., . The direction in l.Yhich environment policJJ,,is no,w heading 

The early years of evolving an environment policy were spertt at both 
nat'ional and Community level in shaping this policy and dovetailing it in·!;o 
traditional policies and in creating the requisite institutional machineryo 
The United Nations Conference on the Environment in Stockholm in June 1972, 
w.i. th the much-quoted theme "Only One Earth", Wi£!.B an expression of these 
objectives, as Were the concerns of the Minist~rs of the Environment of the 
Member States meeting in Bonn in October of i;hat year. .Action ~t poth 
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):n:t;:·cJu.oi:ng· an. nenvironment dimensionrt into traditional pol:io:\.~s~ 

:0-v.rina; thes'il e:x:plora.to:cy years~ national .and Community polic;.y focused
on mea.su.res ·to remedy the most striking e:x.amples of poLlutd.on., 'l'here 
is now, hov.T<;ver, an established trend to pursue preven:i;ive policies, 
wherever possible1 based on the development of olean technologies and 
the use of re:r.o.ewable raw materials.. Enviro:nment policy has also taken on 
a. ·new significance: sensible and careful management of natural resources 
including land:...use plaruiing. Concern about the conservation of our
resources inspired by a desire to preserve the Planet Earth and safeguard 
it for future generations is now accompanied by an increasingly pe·rsist.ent 
call for development which is more concerned with quality - to which 
environmental protection and planning can contribute. To ensure 
qualitative development there needs to be greater public involvemen-t 
in local decision~aking - which affects the quality of life, living 
conditions and life style of each and every individual. 

Since 1975-76," environment policies have had to take account of the 
unfavour:--~J.e trend in economic growth, features of which are energy 
probl~•· 1 ~her costs, need to reduce dependence on imported oil by means 
of. an :L;.i.,e<lsive energy-saving and diversification programme.) persistent 
inflation 7 rising unemployment and balance of peyments deficits·:· 
Increasing attention has therefore been paid (particularly by the OECD) 
to the economic consequences of environment policies. It has been 
established that the costs of environmental protection are marginal in 
terms of eoonomio 'aggregates (see Doc. OECD ENY/Min(79)5 of.6 April 1979). 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

The overall short•term impact of environment policies on employment 
seems to ha'l[e been a net creation of jobs. This net positive' effect, 
however, includes gains and losses from one region and industry to 
another. 

The inflationary effect of environment policies has,. on average, been 
around 0.2% to 0.3% each year using_ the consumer price index as a 
basis for measurement. The Polluter Pays Principle has generally 
had a good effect on the structure of prices by encouraging greater 
efficienby. · 

Public authorities' environmental expenditure generally accounts for 
a mininal proportion (1% to 2%) of the GDP whereas - according to OECD 
estimates - damage caused by pollution accounts for 3 to 5% of GDP 
(see the OECD document mentioned above). · -

International cooperation has soUght to minimize or nullify any bad 
effects which environment policies might have on ext~rnal trade or 
international capital flows. The action being undertaken 
concerning chemical products is a good example of international 
work in this area. 



e:nYLromnentc!.l J: ·d. sconorn-ic 
to achieve these obje-:;ti•res, 

:ocio fax· "F'i:~·n rise to a confl.'Lc1; hetvreen 
O:C l;8tW:J€ll:1 ifhe J11lr:::n;ted 

It is ps.rticularLy striking that d.espite the problems descr:J.1Jed abcnn::, 
Comrrrun:ity policy, and na;tior..al .;::nvirorunerri; policies as a whole hav0 
made su.bstax,+5.PJ. p:cog:ress in a short space 0f time 1 and that public 
is still e:x:t:rsmeJ.;y concerned. about ernrironrnexrtal problems and stil1 
supports e:rprironmental pro-tection measu:;~es despite current economic 
problems., 

T'/hat fm:m and. ii.:• .. rect:Lon shcnld fl:J.tn.re. a.ction take? 

The Commiss:Lm can. o:n,ly grve a fev.J ini tia.l. thou.gtJ:te on the matter at +.his 
T<:ri;he-,, ea.:t'l.y (the c•·,:c::ent prograrrJne does not end unti1 n::;xt year)-· 

( ) One 
'itlf)r:~c >;~_i·HJ..:.;~;:- the C"t.t:erPx1·l-: 
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the. vast amount -.of 
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J.''agulai;o:r:y er:.:-t;:i.c'' al:t'eactv '.:.ndertaJcan c::;;nsclidated~ 

\. !\ 1ist of i;ies (-::;c,n<?~ qf thern :1~Y',J on-::L:) rnu.st ·:){3 d:-c;;n~n <cp i21 
oi· f·. ·1e ecor.cm~i.c \,;r~:\..ch n.zrve -~,--i,th 

(;on .. r::r·Jl 
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J>.t addition, the environmental research programmes sho,_;.l•i lle oon·',;i.:wed ··nd 
stepped up (see the conclusions of the 619th Council me'3t:uJg held. on 
20 December 1979)• 

The Commission is investigating the poasibili:ty of using ne""' i:nl'rtruments for 
action, in pa.rticular the employment of financial resources fo·· ope::.·,,tions of 
a genera1 interest or servi:r.~g as examples, in order t•) d:\ ·:-ersify Community 
action on the. environment. Some preliminary thought ill on the matter are 
set out in tte section on eoonomio-aspeots. 

The Commission t'lill be shortly sending appropriate proposals to the 
Council containing the relevant budgetary requ.ests. 

X 

X X 

A pu.rposeful environment policy seems to the Commission to be an atpropriate 
wa:y for the Community to play a full part in securtng truly harmonious and 
balanced economic development. This involves a more circumspect approach 
to resources, greater concern to improve living conditions (not just 
living standards), greater attention to the social and enviror~nenta.l 
consequences of decisions, a more reoeptive and imaginative approach and 
the promotion of innovations which will be of-genuine benefit to mankind • . . , 

' I' 
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REDUCTION OF POLLUTION AND NUISANCES 

W A T E R M A N A G E M E N T 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The measures to reduce fresh water and marine pollution centre on six 
prior·i ty areas 

- the definition of quality objectives for fresh water and sea water; 

- the protection of the aquatic environment against pollution by 
danget·ous substances; 

-the protection of the sea against oil pollution; 

-the surveillance and monitoring of water quality; 

- measures specific to certain branches of industry; 

- activities ynder international agreements and organisations. 
. i 

The general objective of these measures has'been to reduce or eliminate 
pollution at source, as far as possible. The various Directives and 
Decisions presented and odopted consider both the type of pollutant and 
th.e environment into, \·1hic:h it ·is discharged. 

The Comwuniti hes adopted several methodolog~cal approaches and varying 
measures ;n line with the specific nature of the pollutants in question. 

ll'!ost Comh!Unity riveP~=, c.·nd seas are threatened by generally degradable 
poll1.•tantr; ; ·r;m scah-: ·.:d sourcesG 
In ot'd~"r' 1:,_. ccnta·ip th·:s r,oLlution and enable watf:!r to be put to its 
various usesr the Comm1ssion hes proposed- and the Council has 
adopted - ~ n~mber ~f Directives establishing quality objectives for·. 
Yater as a fun~tion of its use. 

Oth•::r po\i.vte'·its 'dh\ch ,,,.c mo!'•.: harmful because of their toxicity, 
?ersistence and bio2ccumulatior require mo"e specific measures.· It is 
this whirh brought the Coun~;il to adopt the Directive on the protection 
c1· the <:'n·Jatic env·ironmPt!t <lgainst polluti€lr'l by dangerous substances. 

01l is a :pecial case ~here pollution is cqncerned. It can be discharged 
froEI t·ixcd sot.~r·ces svch as r·eflneries or pi l r-igs or when be'irlg trans
port~?rL "~"iH! accidc;it en the E.kofisk rig ·in 'i9T? and the s·inking of 
thE: r\mr-,;· ·: c"'c:·i z in ·; 'i78. 'eveo1led the w~:alcness and ·inadequacy o·f the 
existing 00s~ibil~ties for obtaining information and taking steps to 
c:::mbat ;,:•'i:t• p;i.lutants. Th€ Council therc:-i'ore adcpted an ;,r;tion 
f';"OSH'an;;,;~ r::nt:··us-r:ir.g the Gommiss"on •1ith certain activit·ies. 

In c.!'(Je;-· ·;·1, r:;:;p\y the Cc:.;nvil Uir·ect1ve:> ana. the national Laws <rid 
reg\Hc.:.:,o .. ,.,A;cer;.in:~; >later· protection,. sur-veillance end monitoring 
sn·t·: ·•F' •<.-'"· ,)e set t.r • Tn·:.:-.c arrangements .should permit osses~;ment o'f 
t!,,? ,,;·: i:."'··: .-:~nes:; or >71~•;,·:;1J, +q redut:e or r:! .. irrdnate pollution. The 
,>,oni·<: ,: -:,.~., . .-.nd sur'\.f;: .la;.:;~;· ,,;,-.)sure:~~ must Le:c1d to compar·ablc l'esults 
~t c('··:·~r,n.<n:i·/>· '.f::::veL ... 

II 

i r• 
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Pollution caused by certain industrial activities is sometimes less 
harmful because of the nature of the pollutants but is serious because 
of the large volume discharged; this is the case with the titanium
dioxide and wood-pulp industries. 

Because of the international nature of water polluti~n, Community measures 
alone are not sufficient. For this reason, and.within the scope of its 
powers, the Community is a Contrac~ing Party to several international 
agreements; it also takes part in the activities of various international 
bodies. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

(a) Quality objectives 

The Council has adopted four Directives on quality objectives: 

- the quality required of surface water intended for the abstract
ion of drink.ing water in the Member States; 

- the quality of bathing water; 

-the quality of fresh waters needing protection or improvement in 
order to support fish life; 

-the quality required of shellfish waters;· 

.As regards surface water, the. Commission ha( only once received a 
justification for using water of- quality l'dwer than'A;31; it is now 
sending its reply to the Government concerned. 

No Member State has informed the Commission of its plans for nation~l 
measures to purify surface water or applied for derogation under 
Article B of the Directive. 

The Council has adopted a Directive concerning the methods of measurement 
and frequencies of sampling and analysis of surface water intended for 
the abstraction of drinking water·in the ~mber States. 

The Commission is currently drawing up a summ•ry report on bathing 
waters and their most significant features on the basis of the inform
ation received from the Member States. Th~ iommissi6n has received no 
applications for derogation and does not consider it necessary at 
present to propose amendments to adapt this Directive to technical 
progress. 

' 
'I 

The Commission has not yet drawn up propos~~~ on quality objectives for 
aquatic life, agricultural waters, industria.l waters, the minimum satis
factory long-term quality of waters, or seepage water. 

1 ~inimum quality for surface water which ma~ ~e used. for the abstraction 
of drinking water after app~opriate treatment. 

'] !, • • • I. 



(b) Dangetous substances 

The adoption by the Council of the Directive on dangerous substances 
in 1916 was .followed up by the presentation to the Council of two propo
sals concerning the elimination of pollution caused by discharges of 
mercury by the chloralkali electrolysis industry and pollution caused by 
aldrin, dieldrin and endrin. The Council fs discussing these proposals. 

The Council has also adopted a Directive on the protection of ground
water. 

The Commission is continuing its studies into dangerous substances 
(scientific, technical and economic aspects) and is preparing proposals 
for Directives on: 

- the discharge of mercury by other branches of industry not included 
in the abovementioned proposal; .. 

- cadmium; 

- Another group of dangerous substances among them 7 pesticides 
• • chlordane 

• heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide 
• DDT (and metabolites DDD and DDE) 
• hexachlorobenzene (HCB) ., i 
• hexachlorocyclohexane HCH and HCH isomers 
• PCB and PCT 

endosulfan 
hexachlorobutadiene 

• pentachlorophenol 
• lrichlorophenol. 

The Commission, following up the studies which it has conducted, has 
sent the Member States a list of 1 500 substances qualifying for 
inclusion in List I of the Directive on dangerous substances. 

Additional work has been carried out in the meantime and the Commission 
will shortly submit a communi~ation in which it will list a smaller 
number of substances which require priorit,~, action because of ti1ei r 
toxicity, persi_stence and bioaccumulation. This List will be drawn up 
in line with the quantities produced and used and their presence in 
Community waters. 

ThP Cam~ission, with the collaboration of~t~e national experts, is con
t·;n· ·ing tc ·L;:pL<::nent the 'irwentor·y >;)f S>Jbstemces in L'ist I. prov7ded for 

the ssme Directive. 
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(c) Oil polluti~~ 

The Commission has conducted the studies provided for in the Action 
Programme on pollution caused by oil discharged at sea and is preparing 
to act on the findings. For this purp6se, 1t is draw1ng up the follow
ing proposals which will be presented to .the Council in the coming 
months: 

- the creation of an ad hoc committee as a permanent structure for 
the exchange of views and for coordination; 

-the establishment of-an information system on the means of combating 
the discharge of oil at sea and on oil tankers and oil rigs whi~h may 
be th~ cause of these discharges. This system ~hould allow the 
national a~thorities to: 

• react as quickly as possible t~ oil spills by pinpointing the 
appropriate facilities for dealing with pollution; 

• take preventive measures against ships which do not conform'to 
international agreements; 

• have infor~ation on the characteristics of the various types of oil 
and the approp~iate treatment methods; 1 • 

~the harmonization of certain features of equipment to combat oil 
pollution in order to ensure compatibility and conformity with the 
specifications which may be laid down by the Council; 

- Community participation in the operation of centres to test equipment 
for ~ombating oil pollution and the sharing of the cost of acquiring 
and maintaining expensive equipment such as the aircraft used for 
spreading dispersants or other chemical 'products on oil slicks. 

I ~ 

The Commission wilt propose the exchange of information on the combat 
methods and the promotion of pilot schem~s of common interest in order 
to increase the effectiveness of emergency;operatiqns following the 
accidental discharge of oil at sea. It m•y prove useful to coordinate 
emergency plans drawn up at national level o~ harmoniie some of th~ir 
features. .The Commission will also examine' how it' can support certain 
measures to.: 

•. train personnel to use the information ~ystem which it will propose 
to the Council; 

• organize practice ale~ts to test the eff~ctiveness of national emer
gency plan~, particularly as regards crass-frontier pollution; 

• exchange information between several States. ' 1 

' 1 

Some of these measures could be extended ~eyond the Community in order 
to make the.m more effective for regional seas. It should also be men
tioned thai th~ Commission has already la~nched a research programme 
concerning the effects of oil pollution and ways of-dealing with it • 

. I 
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(d) Surveillance and monitoring 

In 1977 the Council adopted a Decision establishing a common procedure 
for the exchange of information on the qual.ity of surface fresh water 
in the Community. In accordance with this Decision, the Commission .: 
has drawn up the first summary report on the quality of water in the 
Community, covering the measures taken in 1976; the final version will 
be ready in the second half of the year. The second report - for 1977 -
is in preparation. 

The Commission has also had a study conducted on the quality of the 
Commun1ty's coastal waters; the findings have been sent to each Member 
State and examined at a recent meeting of experts. This study will be 
published in a summary version. 

(e) Certain branches of industty 

As regards certain branches of industry, the Council has adopted a 
Directive on waste from the titanium dioxide industry. This Directive 
calls on the Member States to draw up programmes for the gradual reduct-

.ion of pollution and to send them to the C~mmission by 1 July this ye~r~ 

Two Member States have asked the Commission for permission not to draw 
up programmes for some of their companies •. The Com~ission has given 
its agreement as regards two of these companies in view of the pollution
reducing processes which have already been·introduced. In the other 
cases, it believes that pollution-reduction programmes should be dr~wn up. 

The Commission's opinion has been contested by two ~ompanies which have 
brought an action before the Court of Justice. The case is still in 
progress. 

The Commission is currently drawing up a proposal for a Directive o~ the 
methods for the surveillance and monitoring of sites where waste from 
the production of titanium dioxide is discharged. 

In January 1975 the Commission presented to the Council a proposal for 
a Directive on the reduction of ~ater poLlwtion caused by wood pulp 

Th s roposal was examined and di, sed at l ngth the Council, 
h,_,.,. cc-.ir<:;;;:;·:.:,;nt »;as re.:>cr.:;d.. Mean.,!h"i !.~:, he Comm·lss on has asked a 

the ecc ·1 ·.:<' L e·f·fect -c"f haste d scha by tJd ~; 
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The Commission is playing an active role in the activities of the 
International Commission for the Protection of the Rhine against 
Pollution. In particular, a Commission representative is chairman of 
the working party responsible for implementing the Convention on chemical 
pollution. The activities undertaken under this Convention can thus be 
aLigned with the work going on at Community_ level. 

This Convention has been signed by four Member States (Germany, 
·luxembourg, France and the Netherlands), Switzerland and the Community. 
Its provisions are similar to those of the Council Direct;ve on the 
protection of the aquatic environment against pollution by dangerous 
substances. In 1979 the International Commission, following up the 
activities conducted within this group, put forward its first proposals 
to the Contracting Parties to the Conventi9n concerning the elimination 
of pollution caused by the mercury discharged by the chlor-alkali· 
electrolysis industry. Other proposals on the elimination or reduction 
of cadmium and chromium pollution are in preparation. The dange~s 
represented by the discharge of certain carcinogenic substances into the 
aquatic environment are being studied. 

Although the Community bas not signed the abovementioned Convention, the 
Commission is attentively following the Int~rnatiohal Commission's act- · 
ivities in this sector. 

The Barcelona Convention on the protection of the Mediterranean Sea is 
an outline convention which contains a numb~r of propo~als for combating 
specific types of pollution. Negotiations have almost been completed on 
the Protocol concerning th~ Protection of .the Mediterranean against 
Pollution from Land-based Sources. The Commission has put forward a'· 
recommendation. for a Council Decision authorizing the Community to sign 
this Protocol at the next meeting of the Contracting Parties at Athens 
in May 1980. 

The Commission is also taking ·part i.n the activities:.of the Paris 
Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources 
in the North-East Atlantic. It has contributed to the work of various 
groups and sub-groupsp in particular those dealing with the surveillance 

·of the marine environment, mercury discha~ges, oil and titanium dioxide. 

The Commission is also taking part as an observer i~ the activities of 
the Oslo Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping 
from Ships and Aircraft. 

The Commission is continuing negotiations ;1;~ conclud~ the Strasbourg 
Convention for the Protection of International Wate·rcour'ses against 
Pollution. The Commission will ~epeat its .~equest for the Opening of 
negotiations on Community accession to the .. ~~lsinki: Convention on the . 
Protection of the Marine Environment in th~r~altic S~a Area. 

The Commission is also taking part in the ~~ter man~gement activities of 
the Economic Commission for Europe and the 'OECD. 

III.· DIFFICULTIES 
I 

Some of the difficulties involved in applying the Dir'ectives already 
adopted by the Council on quality objective.s. (absend~ of plans 

'" • • ./ m 
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in several Member States to reduce pollution caused by List II substances) 
and titanium dioxide (appeals made to the tourt of JUstice) were already 
mentioned in the previous section. 

The Council has not yet been able to adopt the proposal for a Directive 
on wood pulp mills as it has not reached agreement on the limit values 
proposed by the Commission nor on a parallel approach involving the use 
of quality objectives. 

The establishment of implementing Directives on the discharge of danger
ous substances, in particular those concerning the drins and mercury, is 
encounte~ing various kinds of difficulties~ The first results from the 
Council Decision itself, which sets out two different approaches: the 
fixing of limit values and, exceptionally, the application of quality 
objectives. 

These two approaches are the result of a pol1tical compromise which, when 
applied in the form of implementing directives, will hinder the comparison 
of the practical measures which must be definitively taken to eliminate 
water pollution caused by the List I substancesa 

The Commission and most delegations tend· to consider that, because of 
the characteristics of these substances, the quality objectives for th~m 
should be set without taking into account the specific uses to which the 
water is put, whereas the other delegations feel that these uses must be 
known before the objective can be defined. 

The seccrnd difficulty arises from the varying approaches to assessing the 
ecological. hazards of certain dangerous substances. Some Mem~er States 
consider l;h::1t a substance ·is harmfuL H it .h.as not been proved to be 
harmless. Other ~ember States consider that the harmfulness of every 
substance must be scientifically proved before provisions are proposed. 

A third difficutty lies ih the institutional and administrative differ
ences bet~een the Member States. Some of tbem apply uniform measures for 
reducing ro~lution th their territo0y whereas others vary their 
practice fro~ as~ to case. 
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IV. PROSPECTS 

The Commission would like the Council to formally adopt the Directive 
relating to the quality of water for human consumption approved in 
principle on 19 December 1978. 

The Commission will continue to concentrate its activities on the 
implementation of the Directive on pollution caused by certain dangerous 
substances discharged into the aquatic environment. 

To speed up implementation of this Directive, first priority has been 
given to substances which are recognised to be the most dangerous; future 
work will turn to sectors manu~actur~ng or,using several substances at 
once. 

The elimination of pollution caused by List I substance~ and the reduction 
of pollution caused by List Ll substances will become fully eff~ctive when 
the Commission proposes measures which also cover the indirect 'and 
diffuse discharges of these substances. 

Stricter control of direct discharges into th~ aquatic ehvironment may 
lead tO' an increase in indirect discharges into the atmosphere or soil, 
thus transferring pollution from one environment to another. 

On the other hand, many of the List I substances are used as pesticides, 
herbicides, fungicides and biocides in agriculture and contribute to the 
diffuse discharges. 

As a reiult, the Community's future activities in this sector should 
seek to exercise more effective control of 1 indirect, diffuse dischar~es. 
Otherwise, application of the Directive to ~irect discharges alone will 
not lead to full achievement of its objectives. 

The Commission's activities as regards pollution caused by oil discharged 
in the sea will concentrate on implementing·the specific measures indicated 
in the previous section. 

The Member States must display greater force in implementing the quality 
objectives for fresh water and sea water. ~special effort will be made 
to encourage them to draw up programmes for•cleaning up these waters • 

. " 
The reports on the quality of fresh water and bathing water will be 
published regularly and changes may be prop~sed to make the results more 
meaningful. and comparable. 

The Commission will continue and intensify its activities under inter
national agreements, in particulat the Bar~~Lona and Paris Conventions. 

,, 1 

,. 
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ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION 

I. OBJECTIVES 

In the Second Action Programme the emphasis is on continuing the action 
provided for in the First Action Programme of 1973, namely: 

- the determination of criteria, particularly for first category 
pollutants, and the standardizt,tion and harmonization of measuring 
methods; 

- the establishment of quality objectives for first category 
pollutants; ' 

- the laying down of provisional common standards when urgent. reasons 
based on the protection of human health or protection of the environ
ment so require, without waiting for criteria and quality objectives 
to be established at Community level; 

- exchange of information between the surve,\lance and monitoring 
networks; 

-~he establishment of standards for products; 
- the implementation of action specific to certain industrial sectors 

and to energy production; 
- the implementation of action for the protection of the environment 

in frontier zones. 

In addition, in the Resolution of 3 March 1975 on energy and the envfr.on
ment, the Council invited the Commission to implemeht a programme of 
specific action on thermal ·discharges, sulphur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxides. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The Council has adopted a number of Directives concerning measures to 
counteract air pollution caused by motor vehicles (petrol or diesel) and 
agricultural tractors, relating to the bio(dgical s~~eening of the 
population for lead, limiting the sulphur content .of certain liquid 
fuels and the lead content of petrol. 

It has also approved a Directive on l'mit and guideline values for 
sulphur dioxide and suspended particles it' the atmosphere. 

"'I 
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A common procedure for the exchange of information between the measuring 
networks for sulphur dioxide and particles in suspension has been 
established. Two summary reports on the 1976 and· 1977 ~ctivities have 
been published and a third one now being prepared will cover 1978. 

In addition the Council has authorised the Community to sign the 
Geneva Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution. 

On the research front, concerted action on the physico-chemical 
behaviour of sulphur dioxide and atmospheric pollutants is under way 
and a Multi-annual-climatology Programme has been adopted by the 
Council. 

The Council is also examining other. proposals for Directives. These 
concern the use of fuel oils with the aim qf decreasing sulphurous 
emissions and also air quality standards for lead. 

Meanwhile the Commission· has started work aimed at.acquiring the scien
tific knowledge required to assess the effects of a~~ospheric pollution 
and at harmonizing the methods for measuring atmospheric pollutants. 

Ill. DIFFICULTIES 

One of the difficulties is the very small number of staff available. 
This has meant that the Commission has had to make a selection from 
the a~tivities envisaged in the Action Programme. Preference has had 
to go to remedial rather than preventive a~tion, except where the 
establishment of quality standards for air is conce~ned. 

Another ~ifficulty is the lack of scientif~~ and technical information. 
The Member States accept the general objectives but the basic data 
which should have been provided by epidemiological·syrveys and are a pre
requisite for drafting precise standards are often.i,nadequate. This 
raises the question whether, when the scientific approach was adopted 
in the Action Programmes, the possibility of establishing valid scienti
fic criteria in a short time for a large n~mber of first category air 
pollutants was not overestimated. The establishment and submission· to 
the Council of criteria for S02 and partic~~s i~ suspension highlighted 
this difficulty. Other countries, particu~arly the United States, have 
encountered th~ same problems, as evidenced by the nu~ber of proceed
ings in the American courts. This lack of information is often used as 
a pretext for preventing or delaying partict..~lar 'conservation• measu"res 
likely to have commercial or fiscal consequences of ,some magnitude. 

I " I I. 
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On a more general level there are the problems caused by the differences 
between the policies.~f the Me~ber States. The latter have to allow 
for.individual situatibns, for instance as regards the costs to be borne 
by the polluter, the effects on competition, employment and regional 
development and the· required increase in t~e use of indig~nous resources. 
The compromises proposed by the Commission have Qften had to be based on 
the lowest common denominator. 

··r· 
IV.'"-.'- PROSPECTS 

Work on the setting of air quality standards to serve national policies 
as guidelines to the common objectives should continue. ·General 
quality standards for widely-occurring pollutants, based on existing 
or planned criteria, should be fixed. A second type of air quality 
standard should be set for limited application in the immediate environs 
of the main sources of the poltutant emissions concerned ceo, a~bestos, 
hea~y metals such as Cd and Hg and, where necessary, oth~r second 
category pollutants). 

Industrial action <such as standards for products, .industrial standards) 
should be .iritensified to support the active policies pursued by some 
Member States in this field. In this connection we.should mention 
the following: the sulphur content and utikisation of fuel oils, the 
sulphur content and use of coal, a further reduction in motor vehicle 
emissions and L1miting and reducing emissions from gas turbines. 

All this work should go hand in hand with a detailed evaluation of 
the effects of the proposed action on the economy and on the energy·· 
situation. As stated in the 1980 Programme Address, a large· 
proportion of the Commission's activities will be concerned with 
energy conservation. The RUE (Rational Utilisation of Energy) 
programme which has been conducted in this,field for some years will 
probably also improve air quality. Howeve~, the threats to the 
Community's energy supplies imply making ~qre use of indigenous 
energy resour~es, chiefly coal, with all -toat implif1S in the way of 
harmful consequences to the environment, particularly the air, unless 
appropriate steps are taken. 

l" / 

In this connection the best· .medium- and l<img-term .objective as 
regards air pollution would be to adopt aA ~ir poll4tion policy that 
aims at stabilization to begin with, folloijed by a gradual reduction 
of total emissions for a limited number o1 'pollut~n~s. 
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Among the ways of achieving this objective are: 

- continuing the RUE Programme; 

- making use of renewable forms of energy and of nuclear energy, 
taking all the precautions required in the case of the latter; 

- creating a standard framework within which authorizations should 
be granted nationally for building and operating certain types 
of fixed installation which contribute towards atmospheric 
-pollution; 

harmonizing the scope of the emission standards for certain fixed 
installations and pollutants; 

- developing and introducing emission inventories and measurement 
networks a~ a technical support measure; 

- promoting the introduction of techniques giving r'se to little 
or no pollution. 

General backup activities and research should be continued as set 
out in the Programme guidelines. 

It should also be pointed out that voluntary industrial agreements 
for specific industries, or appropriate ~conomic incentives, could . 
also help, the aim always being to continuenimplemen~ing the Programm~, 
with the emphasis on prevention. ., ,, 1 ., 
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NOISE POLLUHON 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The increase in noise pollution suggests that solutions to the general 
problem are to be sought through the implementing of an overall 
Programme to combat noise, drawn up in general terms at a Community 
level, and defined specifically and applied at the level appropriate 
to the intended type of measure. 

The Environmental Action Programme made the Commission responsible for 
defining the overall approach, taking into consideration (a) the types 
of activities that it would be desirable to protect from noise, or to 
regulate in order to reduce the noise they cause, and (b) not_ only the 
sources of noise emission but also the conditions governing noi~e propa
gation and reception. 

The Programme intends the Commission to m~ke proposals with regard to: 

-guidelines for determining quality objectives for certain areas 
' of activity; 

- noise measurement methods; 
, r· 

- specifications for noisy products; 
". 

- noise-insulation standards; 

- permissible noise levels at the work pl~~e. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 
., 

Six Directives have been adopted by the Co~ncil. They concern the 
measurement method for noise emitted by construction plant and equip
ment and the specifying of limit values and their measurement methods 
for motor vehicles, motorcycles, agri cu l tur:q~l tractors and subsonic 
aircraft. 

Seven other proposals for Directives are being examined by the Council. 
They concern certain types of construction plant and equipment including 
pneumatic picks, compressor sets, and motor:-mowers. The proposals 
specify reductions in the maximum graded l~~els of .n~ise emission ~nd 
make it compulsory for manufacturers to l<;~pel products for the user's 
information and to make it easier for off1~ial ins~e~tions to be carried 
out. 

A number of proposals for Directives on ot,~er noise. sources, including 
earth moving equipment and trains, are beirig drawn up by the Commission. 

~\ , ' 
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Particular attention is being given to noise in the home. The 
Com~ission is preoaring a set of proposals for Directives designed 
to inform the consumer of the acoustic standards of domestic €Quip
ment by means of Labelling. There is also a draft being prepared 
~ith reg~rd.to acoustic standards in housi~g with particular account 
being taken of noise made by equipment in large block~ of flats 
(LiftsF ventilation fans, etc.). 

The Commission has proposed that the Council amend the Directive con
cerning noise measurement methods for construction plant and equipment 
in order to take ac~ount of the noise emitted at the driving position. 

With regard to guidelines for establishing quality objectives, the 
Com~ission has launched a study in order to establ1sh objective bases 
for describing an acoustic environment (standard indicator). 

III. -DIFFICULTIES 

Two types of difficulties became apparent when some proposals for 
Directives are discussed. 

Firstly, there is the problem of access to the Community market for 
products fro~ non-member cOUGtries. Some 1 Member States consider 
that the Commuhity Directives may have the "ffect of opening up the 
Commu~ity market to third countries without the necessary counter
concessions. 

Secondly£ there is the question of harmOili:zation. One Member State 
is strongly opposed to the total harmonization solution proposed by 
the Commission. Most of the other M~mber States sh~re the Commission~s 
view that total harmonization is. necessar~ 1~r Directives concerning 
noise emission by noisy products. 

' r· 
It should be stressed that there are far too few staff available to 
carry out the Programme successfully, or for the necessary steps to 
be taken ~nder the draft laws put forward by the Member States. · 

·, ~1 

!Ve PROSPECTS 

The Commission intends to include in its Third Environmental Action 
Programme the overall approach determining.~asures that should be 
taken at the appropriate levels (Community;r~ational, regional or 

.I 

local). 1 

At the same tL:2 the work will be directed towards determining 
,parameters fot' <'stablishing quality object.i~es for ar.eas where a 
particular a~:~ -:vity predominates. ·· :1 
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~At the same time, measurement methods and methods for assessing the 
effect of noise will be.harmonized in close collaboration with the 
Iso1 and the ECAC2. 

The Commission considers that it will be important to teach and train 
the public in these matters. Evefyone's living conditions could 
be noticeably improved by measures which cost very little. 

1rso International Organization for Standardization 
2ECAC European Civil Aviation Conference 
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CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

I. OBJECTIVES 

As the two Environmental Action Programmes of 1973 and 1977 state, 
protection of man and his environment requires that particular attention 
be paid to chemical products. 

Over the last two years the public authorities have increasingly found 
themselves faced with difficulties caused by the use of chemical com
pounds-, the effects of which on man and the environment were not, or 
not sufficiently, tested beforehand. 

At the same time, the fact that these risks are assessed in different 
ways from one M~mber State to another may result in obstacles Rrejudicial 
to the smooth functioning of the common market. 

The Action Programmes provide for work to be done either on harmonization 
of the specifications for-certain- chemical products or on the composition, 
purpose and uti-lisation of products causing pollution. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

These Programmes have led to the adoptio~~f Directives which may be 
divided into three ~ategorie~: 

Directives establishing Community standards in respect of certain 
types of chemical product. 

.•. ,, 
These are, in particular, Directi~es concerning the biodegradability of 
detergents and Directives on the classification, packaging and label
ling of pesticides, solvents, paints anP:-varnishes,. 

- Directives regulating the use of certain substances and preparations 
which prove dangerous in individual cases. 

' 
This category includes the Directive on,,limitation of the use and sale 
of certain dangerous substances and preparations (for example, PCBs, 
VCM, ''Tri s">, the Directive on banning the marketing and utili sat ion 
of phytopharmaceutical products containing certain active substances· 
and the Council Decision on fluorocarbons. 
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- Preveniive measures introducing general control procedures. This 
is the Sixth Amendment to the 1967 Directive on dangerous substances 
which provides the legal basis for systematic scrutiny of new 
chemicals before they are marketed. This Directive introduces the 
principle, accompanied by an appropriate procedure, that the 
development of a new chemical substance must be accompanied by an 
assessment of its impact on man and his environment; a criterion 
which must henceforth carry the same weight as its technical and 
commercial value. 

Generally speaking, these Directives were a satisfactory response 
to the objectives set by the 1973 and 1977 Programmes for this 
sector. At the same time, particular attention was given to 
finding international solutions to the problems caused by the 
differences between the rules set up in the industrialised countries 
in respect of environmental policy and international trade in 
chemical products. The Directives have strengthened the position 
of the Community in international bodies, particularly the OECD. 

Pursuant to the instructions it received from the Council on 
May 30 1978, the Commission opened negotiations with the relevant 
American authorities in an attempt to come to an agreement on 
detailed arrangements for application of the Toxic Substances 
Control Act to Community products and o.f.Community legislation to 
American products. . . 

Finally, a Directive is now under discussion by the Council on the 
risks of major accidents arising from certain industrial activities. 
This proposal, which the Commission drew,up after the accident a~ 
Seveso, aims at preventing accidents involving dangerous substances 
and at limiting the consequences should any such accident occur. 

I--
III. DIFFICULTIES 

[\ ' 
Among the difficulties encountered, the mai:n one is the lack of staff. 
This has obliged the Commission to carry ~ut an ad hoc rather than a 
comprehensive policy. This difficulty hasrbeen heightened by the 
need to take priority action on the notif.ications by the Member States 
of regulations they are contemplating, s~ as to prepare action at 
Community level. · 
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In future, this shortage of staff will· have serious effects on the pace 
of implementation of the Directives, in particular of the Sixth Amendment 
to the 1967 Directive on dangerous substances. 

In a sector particularly sensitive to the international trading 
conditions created by the Laws of the industrialised countries, 
shortage of staff makes it impossible to coordinate satisfactorily 
the positions of the Member States in international bodies and 
vis-a-vis non-Community countries. 

Another difficulty is to be found in the time-lag between the .draft
ing of Regulations and the search by the economic sectors concerned 
for substitute proQucts which are less dangerous for man and his 
environment. 

It would be better if industry developed substitute products even before 
R•gulations were introduced. It would likewise be desirable if such 
Regulations were planned in such a way as to avoid excessively harsh 
economic consequences. Jo mitigate this difficulty, it would be a good _ 
i~ea to set up machinery for. a dialogue and for an e~change of scientific 
and technic_al information at Community Level between the various sectors 
concerned. 

IV. PROSPECTS 1 ! 

I 

The first thing is to -put into operation t.he. numerous Laws which have. 
been adopted. 

The Commission itself will have to cope with- a major administrative task. 
In the specific instance of the Sixth Amendment to :the 1967 Directive on 
dangerous substances, the Commission ~ill ha~e to de~L w~th obligations 
the scope of which goes well beyond those which normally devolve upon it 
in implementing a Directive. In particular, it has to draw up a list ~f 
existing substances, define methods of determining the properties of 
substances, and put together a classification and labelling guide. 
Furthermore, the Commission will have to act as moderator and conciliator 
in a field where major economic and commercial interests are-at stake. 

H 'I 

In addition, th~ Commission will continue i 1ts endeavours aimed at: 

developing preventive measures which more effectively reflect the aims 
of a consistent environment policy and m9r~ easily fit in with economic 
developments; · . _ 

- assessing, by means of research work the·;impact of ·chemical substances 
on man and his environment. With the help of the Scientific Advisory 
Committee for examining the toxicity and ecotoxicity of chemical com
pounds, which the Commission set up in 1~7~; the ~ommission will, where 
appropriate-, propose controL measures fo~: the mos~ dangerous substances; 
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- stepping up activities likely to produce international agreements 
on toxic substances, for it is necess'ary to seek and.achieve 
conditions conducive to reciprocal recognition of test data and, 
where necessary, of administrative procedures. These activities 
can be pursued either bilaterally with some countries or wi~hin 
international bodies such as the OECD; 

- developing a new form of action recommended by the 'Council by 
drawing up, on an experimental basis, "European Conventions on 
the Quality of Life" for chlorofluorocarbons and asbestos, which 
could make a contribution to the smooth application of legislation 
in this sector; 

- promoting the search for less pollutant substitute products, 
in particular by means of economic incentives • 

. \ 
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l 

THE PROTECTION AND RATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF LAND, 
THE ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

In its Resolution of 17 May 1977 on the continuation and implement-
ation of the Action P.rogramme of the Environment, the Council emphasised 
that the preventive nature of the environment policy should be strength
ened and special attention should be given to the protection and rational 
management of land, the environment Bnd natural resources~ 

The most recent Councils of Environment Ministers have taken great 
pains to restate this aim, and have stressed that the preventive manage
ment of natural resourc€s, which are economic assets of increasing 
importance, and the inclusion of qualitative aspect~ in the planning 
and organization of economic and social development are essential 
conditions for further growth in a ~eriod when resources must be used 
more sparingly. 

In order to implement this change of po~icy which reflects the need tq 
reconcile economic development with envjr;onmental protection, the 
Commission has undertaken work in the following areas: 

A. The Protection and rational management of land; 

B. The protection of fauna and flora; ., ' 

c. The protection and management of natu~al resou.rces. 

" A. THE PROTECTION AND RATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF LAND 
,, 
'i 

Land in the European Community is a very~limited natural resource which 
is much sought after. To a Large extent, land-u~e planning decisions 
determine the future quality of the envi~onment, frequently for a con
iderable number of years. Physical pla~~ing is therefore one of the 
areas where a preventive environment po~icy will1prove very necessary 
and very beneficial. It is for this reason that most of the Member 
States have increased their efforts in this field over the last few 
years. 

Work has been going on at Community Lev~~· in three complementary areas, 
the first of which is the preparation of an instrument ("ecological 
mapping") which will make it possible t:<i>f'take th,e .environment more 
fully into account in physical planning~ ·Developments in the other two 
will help to identify a policy for the Community with regard firstly to 
rural areas and forestry and secondly to :cert'ain.zones where physical 
planning encounters particular environm~~tal problems. 

' I 
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A.1. "ECOLOGICAL MAPPING II 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Programme provides for the development of an "ecological mapping" 
system in four phases. 

Phase one is still in progress and consists in developing a method 
whereby data. and values relating to the natural environment are 
incorporated into physical planning and economic and social demand is 
matched as much as possible with ecological supply. 

In the succeeding phases, procedures for applying the ecological mapping 
method will be addressed to the Council in order gradually to create a. 
data base on the state of the environment in the Community. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

In collaboration lilth the agencies concerned in the Member States and after 
frequent consultation of the many interested bodies in the Community and 
at international level, the Commission has drawn up a. preliminary draft 
method of ecological mapping, which has been tested in nine case studies 
in,the Member S~ates, and adapted where necessar.y._ 
A summar.y report is now being written. 

The relevance of remote sensing and data processing to the implementation 
of this system has been studied. 

It should also be noted that the Commission, ·while avoiding any 
duplication of effort, has plEzyed its role :in the discussion of 
related issues by international organisations, in particular the OECD 
(the state of the environment) and the ECE (land use). 

III. DIFFICULTIES 

The preparation of instruments which can contribute effectively towards 
the general inclusion on a preventive basis of environmental factors in 
physical planning means that discussions must be held·with various 
administrative and scientific bodies. 

As a result, in order to take the experience of the different parties 
into account-- ('in particular the Member States and international 
organizations), the Commission has found itself faced with a 
particularly ·complex consultation process which raises considerable. 
problems of coordination. 

It seems unlikely tha. t these difficulties, which are ·bound up with the 
nature of the problems examined, will be solyed in the immediate fUture • 
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IV. PROSPECTS 

In 1981 the Commission will ~ddress a draft ecological mapping method 
together with a proposal on the prooedure for its praotioal application 
to the Council for adoption. 

It now seems that, if the proposed method is adopted by the Council, its 
application by the Member States will mean that an instrument is 
available for the continual evaluation of the state. of the environment 
on a Community basis. Highlighting the natural potential of the 
environment and any ecological imbalances, such an instrument could : 

be useful in orientating Community environment policy and monitoring 
i t·s implementation~ A case in point would be the provision of an 
overall vector for environmental statistics enabling more detailed 
information to be integrated and c·oordinated (e. g •. an inventory of 
wetlands, exchanges of information on the quality of air and 
water, etc.); · -

give rise to specific Community measures (e.g. on the protection 
of the countryside, on natural risks, on the restoration of declining 
industrial areas, etc.); . 

mruce it easier to include an environment dimension in Community 
policies for various sectors (e.g. agricultural, regional and 
transport policies). 

Eco~ogical mapping could also 

help the Member States to develop consistent and compatible 
systems for providing information on and -evaluating the 
environment; 

provide given countries or regions in the Communi-ty (now or after 
enlargement) which as yet do not have the appropriate information 
to enable them to include environmental factors in their physical 
planning, with a methodological basis which will allow them to· 
develop an information system fulfilling both their own needs and 
the proposed Community objectives.· Talks with the relevant · 
authorities in the candidate countries have shown that there is a 
great deal of interest in such a measure on their part. 

• I 
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A. 2 RURAL AREAS AND FORESTRY 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Action Programme states that although, through their activities, farmers 
perform useful functions in conserving the land and landscape, agriculture 
and forestry also have certain consequences for the natural environment, 
owing in particular to modern production techniques. It therefore specifies 
that v10rk will be organized with the following twofold aim in mind : on the 
one hand, to accentuate the good effects of agriculture and forestry on the 
environment and on the other to reduce its adverse effects. 

To bring this about five series of projects are planned covering pesticides, 
intensive stock-rearing, mineral fertilizers,. rural land use and forests. 

It should be possible to prevent .. and reduce nuisances arising from 
pesticides by appropriate controls on marketing and use, by developing 
alternative methods and b,y monitoring pesticide residues in foodstuffs. 

Hi th regard to intensive stock-rearing, two regulations are planned 
covering the techn~cal and health requirements applicable to the 
collection and storage of effluent and the technical rules and maximum 
permissible limits on the spreading of livestock effluent on cultivated 
land: It is also planned to study the problems caused by the spreading 
of other types of organic waste. 

With regard to mineral fertilizers, studies ~e planned on the transfer 
of nutrient elements into watercourses and on.1he changes that might be 
needed in farming methods. 

The ecological consequences of land development and water engineering 
projects in agriculture and the possible alt~rnative uses of less
favoured agricultural areas have been examined with a view to making 
better use of rural areas. 1 .: 

Studies are also planned on the size and composition of forests, involving 
examining their chief functions and seeking the best ways of reconciling 
them. 

I. 
II. ACHIEVEl'JIENTS 

I' 

The Council has adopted the Directive prohibit;tng the placing on the 
market and use of plant protection products containing certain active 
substances. With a fetv exceptions, therefore, the sale and use in the 
Community of specific pesticides (persistent ·organochlorine and 
organomercur,y compounds) are banned from now ~n. 

The proposal for a Directive concerning the placing of EEC-accepted 
plant protection products on the market - whi~~ was linked to the one 
mentioned above- is still under discussion ~~hin the,Council. Still 
unresolved is the procedure to be followed where there ·is disagreement 
on approval. 

:1 f• 
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A study has been carried out and its findings publish~d on the spreading 
of livestock effluent on cultivated land. Noteworthy among these 
findings is a method to calculate the permi:tted amounts which may be 

· spread, accompanied by recommendations on use and an inventory of 
problem areas as far as livestock effluent ii·s concerned. A joint research 
programme now being carried out also covers the spreading of livestock 
effluent on cultivated land. 

The Commission is currently carrying out a number of pilot studies to 
evaluate the environmental impact of major drainage and irri'gation projects. 
The sites chosen are located within areas of Western Ireland and Southern 
Italy where Community water engineering projects are being carried out with 
aid from the EAGGF. 

The findings of these studies..:. wh·ich ar.e being carried out at the same time 
as Community rules are being drawn up on impact assessment - will be 
communicated to the Member States. The Commission will be consulting the 
Member States on the means of translating these findings into practical 
action at an early date. , 

,, 
The Commission has also included an environmental protection clause in 
the context of the nev1 measures to speed up agricultural development in 
certain less-favoured areas. The development programme to be drawn up 
pursuant. to these measures must carry a guarantee that the action proposed 
is environmentally acceptable. ~ 

The Commission has sent to the Council a Communication on forestry 
policy. It is aimed at ensuring that any fo~estry policy is compatible 
-vli th the main functions that a forest is required to fulfil (timber 
production, environmental value, recreationa1 use) and that there is 
consistency between the forestry policies of the Member States. The 
proposed Resolutions are under consideration within the Council. 

The Council has also adopted a Regulation ~13:\iablishing a common measure 
for forestry in certain }1ledi terranean zonel:l 11c;>:f the Community. The 
Regulation aims to improve the protection of;the particularly fragile 
natural environment in the Mediterranean region by a programme of 
re-afforestation and forestry improvement in areas facing particular 
difficulties concerning erosion and the l..a.tel;' econoDzy" of soils. This 
programme is now in the course of implementation. The Commission will 
ensure that adequate account is taken of the~natural hazards concerning 
vm.ter. 

The Commission has taken an active part in the work carried out by 
international organizations, for example th~, -;r-ecent Council of Europe 
Conference of Ministers of the Environment ·on the environmental 
compatibility of agricultural activities. ,, ,~ 
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III. DIFFICULTIES 

Over the last two decades agriculture in the Community has had to 
make a considerable effort to adjust to the pattern of development in 
other sectors of the economy. The effort made to improve p~oductivity 
and income has resulted in vast changes in production systems on farms. 
Under the combined pressure of economic, social and political conditions 
this process has, to be sure, led to extensive rationalization but also 
to a markedly increased level of intensification. This has undoubtedly 
resulted, in a number of cases, in sitUations which are clearly 
environmentally unacceptable. Such problems ~ sometimes be observed 
and resolved locally. 

An additional difficulty that arises is that pollution is often 
difficult to pinpoint exaqtly. Farming covers large areas - 6\J{o of 
the land in the Community- and there are some five million farms. 
Individual causes of pollution m~ therefore pass unnoticed, but their 
effects combine to produce overall repercussions some of which ~ be 
felt only on .a larger scale. 

A strategy more in keeping with this sort of situation must therefore 
be formulated and implemented. Action is required concerning both 
individual farms and the machinery for agricultural development on a 
larger scale. Shortage of staff has obliged .the Commif!!sion to give 
priority to activities concerning species conservation·rather than to 
measures in this sector. 

Iv.· PROSPECTS 'I 

Despite the difficulties mentioned above, the outlook is qy no means 
bleak, since environmental protection m~ be furthered by the very 
economic constraints which led agriculture to·endanger the environment. 

" 

There can be little doubt that the increase in. input ·Costs, the need to 
be at one and the same time a very thrifty con.sumer and. an energy 
producer, and responsibility for essential natural resource conservation 
:functions all prompt agriculture in general and farms in particular. to 
seek new equilibria, in particular qy making substantial changes in 
production systems. and technologies. •1. 

I;. 

In this evolving process, farming interests .and enviwanmental protection 
are bound to coincide on many points. It wi1l: therefor,e be possible 
to pursue sound measures common to these two:•major CoiilDIUlli ty policies 
and concentrate prevention and control activities on a. small number 
of situations where there ~ be conflicting eponomic interests. Where 
the Community is concerned, it is ultimately .a question of shouldering 
i t·s responsibilities qy ensuring - in all the decisions it is called 
upon to take - consistency between these tl'to directly interdependent 
common policies. 
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.Action at farm level 

G:i.gnii'icant progL-ess should be achieved by adopting and implementing the 
Directives relating to the marketing of pesticides but such measures do 
nothing to solve the problems arising from the oonditiona in whioh 
pesticides are used qy the farmers themselves. 

On the basis of recent studies and the findings of reports submitted b,y 
commissions of enquiry in several Member States, in particular the 
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany, the Commission 
considers that more stringent measures should be taken. 

The Commission intends to carry out or pont'inue the folloWing measures 

to encourage research into and the development and application of 
integrated crop protection methods resulting in wis.er pesticide use; 

to advise farmers on product choice, methods and equipment for 
applying pesticides and the benefits of integrated protection 
methods; · 

to monitor more closely the methods and equipment used to apply· 
, pesticides; 

to restrict the use of products not offering complete environmental 
safety to specific cases and make them:~~bject to a system of 
charges. , :• 

·\-, 

With regard to intensive stock-rearing, the Commission intends to carry 
out the following measures: 

to pursue the investigation into effluent treatment methods with 
a view to drawing up a proposal or a recommendation on their use; 

:; I 
to subject intensive stock-rearing - beyond a certain level - to 
environmental impact assessment procedures; 

to promote pilot projects on the redistribution of effluent to. 
bring about an environmentally acceptable use of such effluent on 
soils. · i 

Action to counter the repercussions of large-scale agricultural 
activities 

Here emphasis should be placed on preventive measures, aimed at 
preventing the misuse or intensified use of the soil and 
other natural resources. . : · 
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l 

In order to bring this about, use may be made of impact studies, systems 
to ensure that environmental protection forms part of agricultural 
development programmes for specific regions and overall guidelines 
concerning environmental protection. The Commission intends to continue 
to systematically incorporate the environment dimension as early as the 
project or programme definition stage rather than have to make 
corrections just before the ·implementing decision. Pilot agricultural 
development projects could be used to develop suitable methods. 

Special attention must also be paid to protected and sensitive areas of 
the environment by ensuring tbat activities are compatible vli th the 
environmental objectives for these zones and by encouraging the 
development of farming techniques which take account of these objectives~ 
Hhere necessary, provision should be made for a system of compensation 
for farmers if the compatible farming techniques referred to cause 
financial hardship. This approach has alrea4y been followed as regards 
the mvard of compensatory allowances in small areas in which 
environmental protection does not enable farmers to overcome existing 
handicaps.· 

Finally, in relation to forests, the Commission intends to establish 
better information on the possible effects on the environment of int~nsive 
production and exploitation methods and on the management of the forests, 
the prime aim of which is not production. 

./. 
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A. 3· URBAN AREAS 

I • OBJECTIVES 

In the paragraphs dealing Hi th urban areas, the Commission stated its 
intention of putting appropriate proposals to the Council, of organizing 
a conference on urban problems, of proposing a concerted research action 
on the growth of large urban concentrations and of revie\dng its role 
in the conservation of the Community's heritage. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

All of these tasks have been completed, with the exception of the first 
the Commission considered it necessary to know the outcome of the other 
action before consulting a panel of national experts on urban problems, 
with a view to making proposals to the Council. 

The Conference on Urban Problems in the. European Community, organized 
in association with the Council of European ~funicipalities and the 
International Union of Local Authorities, Liverpool City Council and 
Merseyside County Council, <vas held in Liverpool on 6-9 November 1979• 
It was attended by more than 300 elected representatives of local and 
regional authorities in the :Member States. A final declaration Has 
adopted, which reviev;ed the present and potential contributions of the 
Community's environmental, social, employment and regional policies 
to the solution of urban problems and concluded that : 

Within its policies, the European Community should give major 
attention to the vitality of the large old industrial urban areas. 

There should be more cooperation and direct contact between the 
Community and local and regional authorities to find solutions 
for the problemsof such urban areas. 

Resources from the Social Fund and the Regional Development Fund 
should be made available to pilot projects in those urban areas, 
the results of which may also be of use to other inner cities and 
urban areas in the Community. 

IULA ~~d GEM should urbanize and stimulate the exchange of views 
between those urban areas in the Community, in particular in the 
form of small study groups on specific problems of the inner areas. 
The findings of these study groups should be made available to the 
other cities in the Community. ' ,, 

IULA and GEM should form a small committee in \vhich they would 
invite officials of the Commission and officials .~f local and 
regional authorities and of the national governments to participate 
in· order to follovr up· the implementationr!Of the above conclusions. 
This committee should report before the,end of 1980 to IULA and GEM 
on the implementation of these conclusions. 

./. 
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The Council decided on 7.2.1978 to establish a concerted research 
action on the growth of large urban concentrations, for a period 
of two years. 23 research projects in 8 Member States participated 
in th~ aetion. ln addition to oompleting their own rosearoh projeots, 
the researchers met regularly in three groups, aach of Which prepared 
a substantial report. A comprehensive report on the concerted research 
action is being prepared. and will be circulated to Member States. 

The·Commission has asked a consultant to examine the Community's role 
in the conservation of the Community's architectural heritage. His 
report has recently been received and his recommendations are being 
studied. A congress on the architectural heritage, organized by 
Europa Nostra and sponsored by the Commission, the Council of Europe 
and the Government of Belgium was held in Brussels on 27-29 March 1980. 

In the Action Programme the Commission undertook to study indicators of 
environmental quality. On the basis of previous work in Member St9tes 
and in international organizations the Commission has developed a ~aft 
system of indicators of urban environmental quality. It has been 
designed to be compatible with and to complement the ecological mapping 
system. The system will be tested in different cfties in the Community, 
st~ting with Rouen {France) in 1980. ~lhen p(:!rfected, 1 the system will 
be put at the disposal of local authorities in Member States for their 
own 'ltse and, in addition, it could be used to compare environmental 
quality in the urban zones of the Community. 1 , 

III. PROSPECTS 
i ., 

The Commission believes that the primary resp~nsibility for dealing with 
urban problems lies with local, regional and:national authorities. It · 
considers that its role ought to be (1) to study the effects of economic 
integration and of Community policies on the, cities and to take action 
under its existing powers and resources to reduce negative effects and to 
multiply positive effects; (2) to aid local, regional and n~tional 
authorities to discharge their responsibilities, and (3) to promote 
coordination when necessary of the view of Member States participating 
in the work of international organizations, ~ch as the Council of 
Europe, OECD, U.N. Economic Commission for EUrope and· the U.N. Commission 
on Human Settlements and to draw cot1clusions. for the Community from the 
results of work done by these organizations.·: '· 

in 
More specifically the Commission believes that its action could develop 
along the following lines,: 

Information: monitoring the situation by studies and research, 
publishing the results i 1 • 

:; r; 

Exchange of experience : organizing or ~~sisting exchange of 
information and experiences between var.i~us leve~s of government 
in different Member States and between ,o~ganizations in the private-
sector also; 

./. 
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Projects : identification of types of urban improvement and 
renewal 1'Vhich should be partially financ:ed from Community sources 
and stimulating public authorities to undertake projects which 
would qualif,y for·assistance; 

Research, training and techniques : prepar~tion of a second 
urban research programme is now in progres's and a proposal will be 
submitted to the Council in mid-1980. 

\. 
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I., OBJEG'ri VES 
"""''~ ,..,.,,..~······ .. ~ ... -t<> ... ~>>' 

The Progr-amme calls for proposals -to ·oe made to the Council to 
implement princbles of integrated coastal planning defined at 
i:nt;ern:0.t:'.c1110J. leve1 1 in pB.r·tic1:J.a..r by th0 Gounci1 of Europe a."'ld. the 
OEGD, in ·t;he ')·Jmmrmity~ 

II e· ACXIIT~v.EMTI!:NT1S 
~""""'-"'..,...._v,.~.-r .... ~·,,=•~""~.-.- ~..,.,..,... 

The GorfGd sr.d :·n 11as car:r·iao. c•J.t t1.ro case s tucl:Les in J3;;i tta.n,y- and 'f-uglia 
to :i.n"~~!;ls-!;ige.tG what problems a::ce imro} ved :J.:n the pra.c·l;ioa.l imphlm<:mtation 
of iJJ:tS:g:ca+od. iocasta1 _plan:nir1g principles... A.1:. approp::·ia.i;e programme of 
measu:rss :~'JX ·i;he Gomnnmi ty b.as been drm.v1.'l u.p in tha L.ght of the resuJ.ts 
•)f these s·;;~J.dics. The mag,ni tude of the prob1ams :Lnvol····ed. hs.s been 
confirmed e,Hl "t:/1E: }ine ·ta,ken o;{ the C>:mmission zo· far snc'.orsed in iih€, 
talks he~.d. 1·y thr~ Go:m;niss3. on -1;-) check ths re<'l>;tl ts cf its study" 

HI,, IiiPI!'I GDI/l'IES 
<·<·.ow-....... "-~""...-""'~"'"""'"',.,.,,~,..__-_ .. 

'I'.he CorrL'TiiS·:>ion does, ho;·lever~ e::r:pect to have the same diffio1..1.ltiee in 
coordi:~·.at.i:r..g work in trti.s Elrea as :,ri th ecological mapp:i.::tgr tvhioh it 
:r~esembles< liTot only z:tr''2- th~H'E: a large numbs:r of bodies which are 
oonc9:r.J:i:i~i ·,,ri th pr·otecting o1rr· l.~eaches "t>u·t th0re are also some which exe 
5peci:fic~J..1:L;y concerned "ri th protecting the nv,.,xi.ne ;;;ll"I.Yi.:r•o.mnent. 

,: V(' PHOSP:E.:C'Jl8 
,,.,..-«•»·,~~, .... , --·~.--. '·~"'""'"''' 

Ch:rr m;o"':cent 1.-ro:t'J.< has two f\xbrre o'bj ecti vt::s r•}d .. cl'\ are to be ac:n.ieved 
s:l.mu.l t;:;t~leov.sly 

Sinee the ma.n;;y :i:.::wtors .,.JJ.ich influence coastal aroa.s a..re ·to a large 
e:x:b:::nt 5J:l'G~!rconnected -md. tJ:-.0 Con:mruni t;y rs e:rrvironm8n.t policy overlap~ 
lii.th otb.er sec-tor:J.l policies in this a.rea more o:rten tha."l in others, 
; .~ ; ,., es~'·n-t·i., +.-- ··n '1'0 "' n-o·n-;;,-.~-i d-~ .... ~- ""..:..]-.~" ... 1" -11 "' f~ t·· "' ' -" _,"' ' ""''' .. ,._;),_, ,._ .. a, .. "" '"""''''~TeLl. ;;, v.,, acegy -·:L ~.-... .'.>..'. NTI.!..C J. any 1), v.r--
Ccmnw.lli t;y meas1.1Xes can. br~ ccord:i.:na.t~::d.~ Th.i!.3 :.ould t.ak.e the fc.::rn 
of a :P.:'u:ropearl cJ::,a:2ter :for coa.sts.1 & .. :r·eas euibod.:l.Eld. in a C01:tno:U. 
R\::~:;;.)1:-u.i::~ .. on in. ·t,Jhic!l its :fiJ1d2'.tcial implir~::J"tior:ts m:i.g(1t alae be 
in;_;orpo:ra.ted,. 

A. ··nuJnbe:c- of nH3a.s1.u~es cou.1d ~be taJt:er'J. at C-ommt1.t1i t"Jr lE~·vel to Eiol·va 
pTov'.Jler:~f~ ~~:·eg~]-d(ad. £:,.;3 ·.he,·v-i.n.g priori t;; .. , 
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Two fields have been particularly favoured by the Commission 

• 

0 

"information acquisition" (e.g. a European data bank on the 
coastal environment; fostering a European network of research 
centres); . 

"info~tion supply/sensitization" for the groups concerned 
(e. g. management manuals for environmental impact assessments 
in coastal areas; or codes of conduct for tourists in Europe, etc•)• 

A number of Member States are particularly concerned about the problem 
of coast erosion~ It might be necessary to take steps to obtain and make 
available more information about this problem and to provide CommunHy 
funding for preventive measures. 
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A. 5. MOUNTAIN' AREAS 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Directive on farming in mountain, hill a.nd oertain less-fa.vou.red 
areas cannot on its ow.n directly solve the problems involved in 
conserving the na.tu.ra.l environment of mountain areas. The Action 
Programme therefore calls on the Commissi9n to examine·the various 
aspects of the problems of mountain areas and, if necessary, to present 
appropriate proposals to the Council. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The Commission has studied.the implications of promoting the integrated. 
development of mountain areas in order to conserve what is a particularly 
sensitive environment and to satisf,y the legitimate aspirations of local 
people as well as the recreational needs of those from other ~xropean 
regions 7 particularly urba.'l'J. at'eas • 

.A summa.:ry report c•f the >vork undertaken haE been drawn up; H attemptr:; 
to define a general strategy for the integrated development of mountain 
a.reas and to define priority measures to be taken at Community a.nd 
na;tional level.. The :report vd.ll be published shortly. 

III., DIFFICULTIES 

No pa;rtieular problems have been encountere.d so far .. 

IV.. PHOSPEGTS 

A geno:cal plan o:f action shculd. be w·orked <J'lA.t for mountain c.reas 1 a.s 
for :::oastal areas~ based on an overall strategy for integrated 
developmei:1fo Special attention should 'be paid to the man;y funct:i.ons 
'."lhich the areas concerned. ha:ve ·to fulfil from the point of v:Lew of 
the environment? iJ.1 particular mountain ar""as not only because of their 
importance for the local heritage but also because of their influence 
on the entire catchment area. Similarly t addi t).onal development 
opportlu1.i ties relating to tourism should be used 'NiS.ely. 

A nu..1i~cr of p:;,·i(;:-i·ty measures could be taken concurrentl,y 

-to d.;;:termine and promo~ve types of fa.:rxhing -vmich are most 
compatible ,,,i th conservation of the mo·untain environme.nt? 

to Ci.efine the criteria for ;..md "Go imp . .:-pve the me-thod::; of 
acsessin(:; the impaci; on the mountain envi.:ronment; e. g. of r;Jner:gy 
produc.t1 on C)r transport inf:castructure pl8ns or development 
urojec.ts; 

-~c d.Ta'·i ··'·P man.::Lgem~m:t ,n<JJ~;,:J.als for eD."'<ti:ro:m:nentaJ. impact 
aS'38D·3m;;;rtts ( f:;.g, gu:ide f-xr to1.1.ris-t d.evel~)Jnnents in m-:1:.r::ta:i.r. 
P....rsa.s .... _. :cxn·J ·~Jei:ng d.T"C1fteCt); 
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to prevent natural risks in mountain areas; 

to establish a European netv10rk of protected areas typical of 
Europe's mountain terrain, with the Community's financial support; 

--
to give firiancial and technical support to international 
cooperation to promote integrated development. 

A.6. PROTECTED AREAS 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Programme calls on the Commission to give a special p~ace to 
protected areas in its environmental policy along the lines of its 
past work and to participate in the related work of international 
organizations. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The Commis<= ___ -·• has paid particular attention_ to protedted areas in its 
work on wild-life conservation, ecological mapping and coastal and 
mountain areas. 

It has also compiled an updated survey of the: various types of protected 
areas in the IVIember States (reserve, national pa.I'k, protected landscape, 
etc) with the assistance of the national departments concerned and 
international organizations. The survey provided the basis for a 
common method of classifying protected areas and will be published 
shortly. 

III. DIFFICULTIES 

No particular problems have been encountered so far. 

IV. PROSPECTS 

The Commission intends to draw up a proposal to the Council on the use 
of a common classification of protected area!3·;in the CoiillllUllity to 
establish a basis of cqmparison for future Op~ty action in this 
sector. 
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B. PROTECTION OF FLORA .AND FAUNA 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Action Prograrrune dralii'S attention to the fa.ct that flora and fauna 
are part of mankind's common heritage. They constitute reservoirs 
of :non-rene~·1able genetic material and are elements in an overall 
ecological balance• The :protection and conservation measures must 
+.herefore be applied to this natural heritage as a whole and not solely 
to individual species of plants and animalso 

It has been established that the environmental conservation measures 
taken have, in most cases, had beneficial results for the flora and 
fauna; in addition, lie have to consider the effects of land 
utilization and spatial planning on the conservation status of 
endangered species of plant and ·animal. The steps to protect our . 
heritage should therefore be part of an integrated approach, aimed at 
conserving the endangered species of flora and: fauna and at safeguarding 
their habitat. ~ . ' '' 

To implement these projects the Commission has been requested to draw 
largely on the ~rrork of international organizations - especially the 
Council of Europe- and to submit appropriate-proposals relating to 
the different problems involved in protecting-the wild .fauna and flora 
and conserving the genetic heritage. More specifically the Programme 
calls upon the Commission to direC'ti its. effo!'ts and proposals to~rmrds 
the protection of birds, the restriction and~stringent control of 
international trade in certain endangered species of wild flora and 
faunar the protection of migratory species and of marine and freshwater 
fauna, the examination of shooting and hunting laws, and the protection 
of wetlands of international importance. ·: 1. 

II" ACHIEVDI!EN'l'S ..,, .. ....,._,. . -
On 2 April 1979, the Council adopted a. Direc~ive conceJ?ning the 
protection of the avifauna~ This Directive l~s down TUles for 
pro·hect:Lon of a general nature, restric·rs the 1'1u.mber of species ·vrhich 
can be :rm..nted, shot or trapped.t or ;..;hich can be traded in1 as ;.,relJ. as 
the met.hods of hu:nt:i.ng1 shooting or trapping ·p:ermi ttedt it sets out 
principles .of" administration for hunting 1 a:r.l<t r~ues of :a general nature 
for +.he Member Sta:tes concerning habitat conservation. 

Jd; the same time 1 the Gmmc:i.l has imrited the Gommission and the Member 
States to take cel'tain steps tor-.ards preserving biotopes. 

At international level 1 the Gcnmm:ni:ty has signed (as ha,ve all the 
T.1embcr Stat;es :~ the Conven-tion :;f t;1e CmmoH :Jf .Europe on the GcnserY<>·t:i.o:n 
of Bnropean Ifildl:lfe and 1Tat1:L"('al E<.•;bita{js. '; 

'I'!le:~ C:or:unission has also participated in :r>.egotia.tions relating to the 
foJ'lJi1.J_ls.+,io:n of a.r.J I':'lternationc"1l Co:mrent:i.on en ·t.he Co:nse:nratio:n.. of 
JYii.rp:'a.-tm~;y- Species, and ha.s sunceed.ed in ha:1ring :Lm.;arted t!terni;' a cl13us-2 
"t>ihiroh g:r.n.nts it tk.ce r:lght to accsd(' ·to the CiQ>n·entior; ,,\il';J due course 
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The Commission Will in the near future submit to the Council ~proposal 
for a Regulation concerning the uniform application throughout the 
Community of the Conventio~ on International Trade in Endangered Species 
of Wild Flora and Fauna (Washington Convention). The Commission will 
fUrthermore make appropriate proposals for the Community as such to 
accede to-the Convention. 

Apart from conservation measures covering species of fish, carried out 
under the policy on fishing, the Commission has organized major studies 
of salt1mter mammals. At the last Conference of the Parties to the 
Convention on International Trade. in Endangered Species of Wild Flora 
and Fauna, the Commis~ion supported the proposal from the United 
Kingdom that all species of cetaceans be covered by this Convention. 

In view of the known ineffectiveness of action under the International 
Whaling Commission - and follm'ling a British suggestion- the Commission 
has proposed a ban on commercial imports of the main whale products, 
in order to lessen the pressure imposed by·commercial interests ori the 
whale population. 

This measu:r _ ,Jill need to be approved by the Council as soon as possible, 
in order to give the consumers of these products a reasonable period for 

·adjustment. At the same time the Council should ensure that action in 
this area is coordinated, b,Y empowering the Community as a whole to 
join the I.w.c. in order to strengthen its conservation measures. 

III. DI~CULTIES 

The launching of this Progr-amme was smooth;. the Progr-amme can be 
expected to achieve its objectives within the,proposed time limits. 

However, one problem is that only five Member States have ratified the 
Washington Convention; the resultant failure1 to apply the Conventio~ 
uniformly within the Community creates diffic1J.].ties 7-both on the 
administrative side and in respect of the ta~~ of conservation itself. 

IV. PROSPECTS 

The Commission hopes that certain hesitations which have become apparent 
as to the scope of the Community's powers- which hav~ hindered the 
adoption of important and urgent measures -·will be overcome in the 
future. 

The implementation of the various measures will mark the achievement of 
the essentia~:~ims of the Action Programme in respect of the protection 
o~ th~ wild fauna and flora. 

Hov-1ever, it should be emphasized that it is :·becoming· increasingly clear 
that it will be possible to avoid the extinction of several species only 
if greater efforts are made to preserve the·nabitats of these species; 
indeed, the scale of the measures to be taken• especially by the 
Commission, is greater than v-ms originally proposed. 
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It is therefore on this aspect that future action must be primarily 
concentrated; it is necessary to identify the requirements -both in 
terms of the total area'needing protection and of the administration of 
the different zones, and to establish a framework which trill guarantee 
the permanent protection of those biotopes t..rhich are considered to be of 
Community importance. 

To achieve this end, the enactment of general rules and the evaluation of 
the impact of certain developments on the habitat of the endangered species 
1·rill not suffice. It will also be necessary to have available all the 
means Hhich can make it possible to cope \v:i.th the pressures exerted by 
econonic development, including those which arise from Community policies. 
Such means 1-vould be incomplete without the req}lisi te funds. 

This fac.t, as well as the complex patterns of the distribution of po-.;ers 
and responsibiliti.est foreshado~Vs that soundly-based, effective Community 
action >lill encounter certain difficulties. However it appears to 'the 
Commission that such action is e-m essentia1 prerequisite to a:ny attempt 
to combat the gradua1 extinction of endangered species, and to put an 
end to the biological impov·erishment of the environment. 

The ,Counc:"-1 may perhaps wish to discuss this fundamental policy. 

As far as the protection and maintenance of wild species is concerned, 
the Directive of April 1979 1rrill be supplemented by the creation and 
maintenance of a netvwrk of sufficiently large protected zones which will 
·be protected and a.dminisrtered under common rulee and principles. If 
this aim is to be aohieved 1 by informing and interesting the public, the 
Commtmi t;y Hill doubtless h;we to introduce legislation and provide funds., 

'rhe proced-cn·es for assessing the environmental im:pac·t of public a.YJ.d 
private· developments must exprer.:;sly require the exa.m5.nation of their 
effects on the fauna and flora.. 

At international level 1 it wi.ll be necessary· for the Community and the 
:Membe:r· States to ratif-.t as soon as possible the Convention of the Co·u:ncil 
of Eu..ro1:.e and the International Convention on the Conservation of 
Migratory Species. 

The sign.ing by the Gomrnuni t;y- of this Convention Hil1 ensure that H 
comes into fo:cce more quickly, Jn fact U1e Commission would be able to 
ma.ke an active contribution to the development and achfuevement. of 
regional a.gTeements cov<?ring species of par-ti<hllar interest to the 
Community itself 1 especially ·b~,- :r~ea.son of its ·relatioltl.s vd.th a large 
nurn.her of African a.nd I·Ied:i:terra:nean coUDtries" 
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PROTECTION AND 1MNAGE:MENT OF 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

The Action Programme on t:b,e enVironment ll\YB pa.rtioula.r~ emphasis on 
measures to protect natural resources and to combat wastage. These 
measures deal ... n. th the problems of protecting and managing water 
resources and with waste management by a comprehensive policy of 
prevention, reclamation and disposal. 

0.1. 

I. 

The 
out 

a) 

PROTECTION AND :Mi\.NAGE:MENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AiiTI-WASTAGE J.'JEASURES 

OBJECTIVES 

Environment Programme calls f'or a number of studies to be carried 
in the field of rational management of water resources aimed at : 

improving the use of available resourc~s. and identifying potential 
resources with a view to guaranteeing minimum water supplies in 
those ;:.~· -~.s of the Community where there' is a permanent or seasonal 
shorh_ -i 

b)' protecting all water-resources- especially those of high quality; 

c) improving the presentation and comparib:i.li ty of statements on 
available water resources and foreseeable water requirements. 

These measures relate essentially to speoifio·problems such as the 
campaign against wastage of water, the promotion of greater consumer 
awareness in this field, the recycling and re~use of water, the 
combined use of all the various types of available water resources, the 
desalination of sea water, protection of groundwater and improving 
knowledge about underground water resources;· etc. 

II. ACHIEVE!'.'IENTS 

In implementation of this programme, a numbert of studies have been 
carried out on the availability of lvater rel3dU.rces in. ·the· Community. 
These studies have yielded information on : 

the main ·administrative bodies responsible for water management in 
each :Member State. In the case of France, the investigation also 
covered smaller units; this enabled a detailed study to be made 
of regional problems or those specific to water-catchment areas; 
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-the water resources of each country in an average year; 
-the percentage annual increase in demand and the estimated freshwater 

requirements for the population, agriculture industry ·and thermal 
power stations up to the year 2000. 

Copies of these studies were sent to the national experts concerned and 
their findings have formed ~he basis of a communication which th~ 
Commission submitted to the United Nations Conference on Water held in 
1977 at Mar del Plata. 

Other studies in this field have dealt with the integrated management 
of water resources. 
The drought of 1975/76- in highlighting the vulnerability of the water 
supply infrastructure of the Member States - provided a forceful reminder 
of the need for greater understanding and better use of groundwater 
resources. It was therefore decided to take specific action to safeguard 
these supplies and to gain a better understanding of groundwater pollution 
phenomena. 

One recently-terminated project was aimed at providing a comprehensive 
picture of the European Community's groundwater resources. This 
involved an evaluation of the resources ava.i lable under present conditions 
of abstraction and supply, the areas for potential development and the 
additional resources needed, all based on an i~ventory of acquifers, an 
estimate of their size and the way in which th~y are replenished. This 
project can also provide environmental data'serving to test the validity 
of the results obtained from the ecological mapping programme as applied 
to groundwater.· The resultant balance sheet will form the basis of a 
forthcoming publication by the Commission. h • 

The Community'spolicy~n the protection of groundwater found direct 
expression with the adoption of the Council Directive on the protection'· 
of groundwater against pollution caused by certain dangerous substance. 

<I 

In preparing this Directive, discussions with experts revealed the need 
for a better understandin3 of the measures taken by each Member State 
regarding the banning or authorization of discharges. Accordingly, the 
Commission has undertaker. a study on the scientific and technical aspects 
of protected areas and on the technical criteria governing the discharge 
authorization procedure in the Member States •.. 

Another recently-completed project ·investigat~~ the wa¥S and means of · 
achieving savings of potable water through reduced consumption in 
conventional uses and a reduction in the amoun~ of .wast.age. 

One outcome of this project has been the prepar-ation of,a specimen 
brochure for general distribution containing h~nts and practical ideas 

·to cut down the domestic consumption of wate~. This brochure is to 
be published shortly. ·, lj 
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III. DIFFICULTIES 

Staffing shortages have meant that this part of the programme has had 
to be carried out by outside consultants. For the same reason, the 
findings and suggestions put forward in these studies and the campaign 
to promote the rational management of water resources in the Community 
have been only partly implemented. 

IV. PROSPECTS 

Future action will concentrate on the gathering of data to improve the 
monitoring and achievement of the provisions contained in the Directive 
on groundwater protection. 

To this end, it is planned that the study on the quantitative evaluation 
of groundwater resources in the European Community should be backed up 
by a qualitative study on the vulnerability of the•e waters. 
The corpus of data will be represented in map form and should help 
orientate decisions towards a more rational exploitation of ground~ater 
resources and,. in addition, highlight the prio~ity areas to be studied 
in order to i -~ease present knowledge and to promote water management 
projects eli~ ~Le fo~ direct Community aid. 

C.2 WASTE MANAGEMENT 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Action Programme stresses the need for active control of ·wastes in 
order to protect the environment ag.:linst pollution, ensure the sourid 
economic management of resources, make the Community Less dependent on 
imported raw materials and establish the rational long-term management 
of natural resources. 

The Community is directly jnvolved in these measures which have to be 
carried out at consumer, industry and local ~nd national authority level. 

The Programme provides for work to be undertaken o~ the prevention of 
waste generation, on recycling and re-use and the harmless disposal of 
unreclaimed waste. 
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As regards the prevention of was~e generation, a notable prov1s1on in 
the Programme is for studies to be carried out on the possible use of 
substitute materials, and on encouraging industry to avoid waste and to 
promote the recovery of raw materials. 

With regard to recycling and re-use, the Commission was instructed, 
taking the opinions of the Waste Management Committee as a guide, to 
carry out certain studies on economic aspects, organization and 
recovery, possible administrative measures and information schemes. 
More particularly, the programme provides for proposals to be submitted 
on priority waste materials. 

Finally, there is provision for the problems ar1s1ng from the harmless 
disposal of non-recoverable waste to be examined, especially with 
regard to certain primary industrial residues, and studies to be done 
on monitoring the dumping of toxic products. 

In short, the purpose of this policy is to try to avoid, or at leas,t 
reduce, the production of waste, the pollution which it causes, and 
wastage of energy and raw materials. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The 'Council has adopted a framework Directive on wast-e .and another on 
toxic and dangerous wastes. It has also adopted three specific 
Directives on waste oils, PCBs and PCTs and wastes arising from the 
titanium dioxide industry. 

Proposals being drawn up relate, in particular, to the use of recycled 
paper, to beverage containers and to the pretreatment of waste oils. 

The Commission has also begun othet' exercises,.,which ar,e planned for 
completion in the longer term: the preparation of an inventory and 
guidelines on clean technologies, taking account, in particular, of 
work done by the ECE, and preparation of a white paper on energy from 
waste. Also under investigation are the pro~Lems connected with the. 
spreading of sewage sludge, the setting-up ota da~a bank about waste 
and the preparation of manuals for waste managers. 

The Commission has not been able to make much ~regress on, or in some 
cases even begin, the other things in the Action Programme, since it 
does not have enough stafL , 

In addition," the Commission is now carrying q_p1~ t~rto research and 
development programmes, one concerning the recycling of urban and 
industrial waste and the other concerning the. recycli~g of paper and 
board" 
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III. DIFFICULTIES 

One difficulty has been the lack of impetus from the highest authorities. 
Solving waste-management problems most often requires large outlays in 
addition to administrative and economic reorganization. The spending 
may be considered to be too much, if a view is taken which \gnores the 
fact that economies resulting from the use of recycled raw materials 
have an important part to play in the m-edium and lo~g term~ 

A further difficulty is to decide what Level and type of action would 
be most appropriate in a field where regulations must often provide 
only a- framework, and where even that is sometimes not desircble. 
Difficulties of this kind result from the diversity and multiplicity of 
experiments which have been started at very different levels of 
responsibility and which require a great deal of consultation of all 

·kinds. Suth consultation, moreover, is essential if what has already 
been or is still in the process of being achieved is to be known, 
reported and discussed; it will, in short, require staff who ar~ 
currently not available.· This is undoubtedly the major difficulty in 
this areao It is not possible, for instance, fo1· the Waste r'lanagement 
Committ~e ~ich the Commission set up in 1976 to help in this sector) 
to mee~ t, -e a year as planned. The sta~f available cannot formulate 
proposals to submit to the Committee and at the same time provide 
secretarial services. Only if regular mee1;ings are held twice a year, 
however, will the Committee be able to operate usefully, giving its 
opinion on measures taken or impending and .;its o~m.view of the Member 
States• different outlooks, achievements, ~xperience , priorities and. 
legal frameworks. Nor is it possible to e,xtend coor,dination 
arrangements relating to the t4aste Managem~nt Committee and meetings 
of experts to the industries concerned and~to local.~nd regional 
authorities, highly necessary as this is.·~ 

IV. PROSPECTS ::'fa 

First, a few gener-al facts. The CommunitY, current~y. produces about 
1 800 million tonnes a ye~r of waste of a~~ descriptions, or 
approximately 5 million tonnes a day. Of:·t:~is, 950:.million tonnes are 
agricultural, 350 million industrial and 901million municipal in 
or1·g1n. The protection of man and the environment .are affected, as is 
•he economy (recycling, investment and th~ resultin~ jobs, etc.), to 
varyin~ degrees. The problems are partic~Larly complex, since, in 
addition to household waste (which is ver~ ~aried tn composition and in 
the problems it causes>, there are as man~ ~ypes of,industrial waste as 
there are major industries. !: ·" 
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In view of the above, it is best to indicate first of all what the 
prospects are for measures wh·ich have already been carried out in 
certain sectors: exercises to round off what has already be~n done in 
reb~ect of waste oil. An important question which has not yet been 
settled is how waste oil should be re-used- by burning or re-refining. 
Oil price trend5 since 1973 have led to a situation where waste oils 
are ircreasingly burnt by small producers and holders (~arages, etc.) 
or are sold by the latte;- to direct· consumers. · Burning without 
pretreatment involves large quantities of heavy metals and increases 
atmosoheric pollution. The Commission therefore feels obliged to 
preparP. a r·roposal for a Directive on the pretreatment of waste oils. 
Work on toxic and dangerous waste is also in preparation. Much 
attention is paid in all industrialized countries to problems connected 
with this waste. At the express request of the Council, the Commission 
will continue to study concentrations of toxic and dangerous substances, 
review the list of these substances and endeavour to find practical 
solutions to ~he problems together with the parties concerned. 

Certain Member States, where concentrations .of these substances provide 
the only basis for Legislation, are running into difficulties. A 
more pragmatic approach would enable them, for inst<mce, subject to 
certain cond~tions to mix a number of toxi~.and dangerous wastes with 
domestic refuse and should therefore be considered. 

The rules for identifying and transporting these wastes need to be 
extended.-

1 ·; 

FinaLly, a pr·oposal for a Directive should be drawn up which will 
define condit-ions for the tipping of waste.,of this type. This would 
enable man and the environment to receive better protection and the ·. 
role of treatment centres vis-A-vis tipping to be better understood. 

With regat'd to waste papei~r the Commission· will put forward initially 
a recommendation designed to encourage the-consumption of recycled 
paper by the public services, which can thus: help to set an example. 
The1·ea'fter r from 1981 onwards, and depnding on the results of the 
necessat·y studies, it will take measures where appropriate which are 
designed to restrict contaminants in waste paper in'view of the 
resulting problems during recycling. 

As to packaging, the Commission has carried:out studies on several 
containers. A proposal for a Directive will set out the objectives 
for the Member States with regard to increas~ng the·utilization of 
beverage containers either by simply re-us,ng them or, failing this, by 
recycling. Certain provisions of a genera~ nature will also 
encourage standardization. ,I 
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Regarding the utilization of waste in farming, a proposal governing the 
spreading of sludge is being prepared, which will concern soil 
enrichment and protection (classification problems caused by the heavy 
metal content, for ins~ance, and the purpose for which sludge is used)Q 
A proposal on compost is to be drawn up at a later stage. 

C.3. CLEAN OR LOW~POLLUTING TECHNOLOGIES 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Programme plans "to work out technical or other measures which could 
reduce, eliminate or prevent the pollutant ~missions or nuisances 
stemming from each of the polluting industries". Moreover, during its 
meetings of 18 December 1978 and 9 April 1'979, the Council paid 
particular attention to the preventive aspect of environmental policy. 
Clean technologies were given particular emphasis, ~n particular·in 
three complementary objectives: 

- to cause Less pollution i.e. discharge fe~er effl~ents into 
the natural environment; .1 , 

- to produce less waste by 'means of technol6gies with little or 
no waste; 

- to use natural resources more sparingly i~ater,energy, raw 
materials in particular). 

At its meeting of 9 April 1979 the Council invited the' Commission to'· 
carry out a survey of the principle sectors,,concerneq, in cooperation 
with national authorities and respresentati~es of tndustry. This 
survey should make it possible to determin~:the types of measure to 
be t~ken, and more generally, to study the~~tential-for deyeloping 
an exchange of scientific and technical information~; 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

Following the guidelines in the Programme,. 'l;he Commission has taken .a 
number of steps. One of them is to include ... clean" industrial 
technologies as a topic in the environment research and development 
programmes, revised at a Council meeting on 9 October 1979. A call 
for submissions for this project was published in the Official. 
Journal of 2 November 1979. : ~~ · ·· 
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In conjunction with the Dutch Ministry of Health and the Environment, 
the Commission is also organizing a European Symposium on Clean 
Technologies, to be held in November this year. The Commission is 
expecting an extensive exchange of technical and economic information 
on this occasion. 

The chief purpose of the Symposium will be to review the technical 
problems involved in clean technologies in industry and their 
economic impact, and to point up the state of the art in the Community 
and in the other industrialized countries. It would thus be possible 
to determine how new procedures should oe developed to reduce or 
eliminate pollution, produce less waste and make better use of 
natural resources. 

There have as yet been no Regulations directly related to the 
promotion of clean technologies. However, a number of provisions 
do at present facilitate development. This concerns, in particular, 
the Directive of 15 July 1975 on waste. 

III. PROSPECTS 

The Commission intends to find out how many Action Programmes are 
being carried out in the clean technology field by the various 
Member States, and to compare them. The results of this analysis 
will be forwarded to, and discussed with,,.the representatives 
responsible for promoting the concept. Tbis step will make it 
possible to improve the effectiveness of the national programmes, 
if only because the various countries' efforts would be better 
coordinated, and their regulations and proposed financial incentives' · 
harmonized to a greater extent. 

The Commission considers that it would be~ore effective at first 
to c6ncentrate efforts on a Limited numbe~ Qf industrial sectors 
which couLd serve as pi Lo-t schemes. Once 'the cLean :technologies 
applicable to these sectors have been identified, it will be 
necessary to determine how important technical, economic, financial 
or institutional barriers are in preventing them from being promoted; 
then, at a second stage, various possible means of action wi\.l have 
to be defined and compared. The Member States could be assisted in 
extending and coordinating their "Clean Technologies" Action Programmes 
in the pilot sectors. 

At the same time, the Community Action Programme can be extended on 
the basis of specific experiments. In ord~r. to have test cases to hand, 
the Commission intends studying the agri-foodstuff, metal surface 
treatment and cement industries. 
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The choice of pilot sectors could.be made according to the following 
criteria: 

- sectors discharging pollutants which are on the Community's 
black List; 

- sectors producing large amounts of waste, where clean technologies 
could be applied; 

- sectors obliged to make short-term investments to combat pollution. 

Other criteria to be taken into account could be whether or not the 
industry is fragmented, and/or covired by a number of national 
progr~mmes, whether it needs to renew or increise its_production 
capacity, and what are ihe quality and quantity of resources used. 

In order to guarantee as extensfve an exchange of infotmation as . 
possible and more effective coordination of Member States' 
guidelines with regard to clean technologie%, the Commission intends 
to carry out this work under a Working Party on Clean Technologies 
bringing together national experts. 
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GENERAL ACTION 

The Environment Programme includes general action on the environment 
covering environmental impact assessments, economic aspects, 
dissemination of information relating to environmental protection, 
promotion of awareness of environmental issues, tr.aining, and measures 
to ensure compliance with legislation. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Programme states that the application.at the appropriate 
administrative levels of environmental impact assessments is a 
practica1 expression of the objectives and principles of a Community 
environment policy. The Commission is called upon to undertake 
whatever studies are necessary to determine whether and to what 
extent the laws and regulations of the Member States need to be· 
harmonized and whether this is necessary at Community level. The 
Commission will present appropriate proposals to the Council in 
the light· of the results of the studies undertaken. 

U. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The Commission has carried out a number of studies and held talks 
with the administrative and industrial circles concerned to analyse 
the legal, administrative, technical and economic problems of 
introducing environmental impact assessments (EIA) into national 
administrative systems. 

This preparatory work has convinced the Commission that rational 
management of the environment makes it ultimately essential to assess 
any of man's activities which might have a significant impact on the 
environment, e.g. public or private development projects, land-use 
planning, regional development planning, economic planning, new 
products, new technologies and practically all Legislation. However, 
it is also convinced that Community action in this area should 
concentrate on the introduction of EIAs for new industrial, 
infrastructure or agricultural projects. 

It is at this level that effects are most easily detected, methods have 
been satisfactorily developed and above all that national laws are too 
divergent and may have direct repercussions on investors' decisions and 
hence on the proper functioning of the common mark,et,. 
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Environmental impact assessment c~n be introduced into administrative 
authorization and approval procedures at this level without creating 
new ones because they are fairly similar. 

The Council held a general policy debate on the Commission's work, of 
which it had received a full report, at its meeting on 9 April 1979. 
It was generally agreed that the various forms of environmental impact 
studies which already existed or were being considered in the Member 
States should be developed as a preventive environment policy instrument. 
The Council called u~on the Commission, in the light of the results 
of its studies, to submit proposals which took due account of the ideas 
put forward in the policy debate. · 

The Commission will shortly b~ present~ng its proposals in the form 
of a Directive Laying down a number.of common principles for 
environmental impact assessment in the administrative proc.edures · 
which are used by the Member States for the authorization or approval 

. of private and public developme~t projects which may have significant 
effects on the environment. •' 

III. PROSPECTS 

The adoption of this Directive will be an.~mportant step towards the 
achievement of a preventive environment policy the aim of which is to 
give an environment dimension to economic decisions .and thus ensure 
harmonious economic development. 

Far from encumbering or protracting administrative p~ocedures the 
proposals put forward, which are experimental and gradualist, should 
help to streamline them while making them more transparent. Greater·' 
transparency should help to improve the public's acceptance of 
investments now subject to hold-ups. 

p .~ 

The Commission will only consider whether ;)1; should make proposals 
to apply EIAs more widely in the light of ~ractical .~xperience of 
them on actual projects. 
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ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

I. OBJECTIVES 

As indicated in the Community Action Programme on the environment 
it has been recognized that environmental protection is required in 
order to reduce the substantial and rising ~osts society has been 
bearing as a result of economic and industrial development causing 
increased pollution and environmental degradation. 

In relation to general economic policy considerations the requirements 
for environmental improvement can be appraised as being as important 
as such economic variables as inflation, unemployment and the balance 
of payments, which all limit the choice of action for economic policy 
decision making. In partic~lar, environment policy has already had 
a certain impact on the development of industrial structures, and this· 
impact can be expected to be even more important in the future. 

The main issue for environmental policy is· possibly to identify how far 
to extend environmental regulations in retation td· the corresponding 
costs. The objective is to reduce so-called external costs created by 
economic activities, which are not paid for directly through the 
production process. It is clear that exte~nal cost~ can be reduced 
and their burden redistributed by legislation and the price mechanism. 
But external costs cannot be entirely eliminated, since this would 
eliminate also most economic activity. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

In the absence of public action, .the full costs to society of industrial 
production are not reflected in the prices of goods since society 
rather than the producer bears the costs of environmental degradation. 
Environmental regulations are a means to "internalize" these costs, 
by requiring producers to bear the costs of pollution abatement and 
improved use of natural resources. As pri~es change to re~Lect these 
costs, consumers can be expected to shift their purchases to relatively 
less expensive goods which are produced with, for example, lower 
pollution abatement costs. Hence, more low pollution and fewer high 
pollution products wilL be pr~duced. As a result, less pollution will 
be created, fewer resources will be required for pollution abatement 
and more resources will be available for meeting society's demands for 
other goods and services. 

This way of using the market forces to create new industrial structures 
compatible with environmental matters and consumer protection requirements 
is the essential objective of the "Polluter Pays P.rinciple". This 
principle was adopted by the Council of Ministers. on 3 March 1975 
as a basic principle for the environment policy in the Community and in 
the Member States. 

.1. 
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III. DIFFICULTIES 

The main difficulties we are faced with in this respect can thus be 
summarized as: 

- on the one hand the cost of improving the environment can usually 
be measured, but 

- on the other hand, the value of the benefits is more often difficult 
to measure. 

Consequently, assessing the priority for environmental measures has 
become ~n essentially political process, 'in which the one fixed point 
may be that at the margin the cost of ·further improvements in the 
en,ri I'Onment r·\sHs h$ter than the corresponding" benef·its. 

Experience during the-1970s has·confirmed that a Comm~nity environment 
policy has proved necessary ~nd is therefore to be considered an 
integral and complfmentarr part of Community industrial economic policy, 
and qot a conflicting or corrl tad·i c tor·y measure for· i ndiJ.st r-h!l. -'1nd 
economic developmenta 

I'V. PROSPECTS 

In view of past results and the issues it is presently faced with, the 
Commission~ in accordan~e with the guidelines- given in Cha~ter 9 ~f 
the Action P··0gramme of 22 November 1973r will give priority to the 
following areas of work concerning tne relationship between indust0ial 
and economic development and~nvironmental policy during 1980 an~ 
foi:Lowing years·. 

1. evaluatio11 of costs and benefits from en~ironmental protection 
and improvement measures; 

2c- ptoposals for the d<.>velopment of environmental. policy instnnn:-mts·of 
an ~conomic nature. 

ad 1) Studies on pollution control costs and benefits are expected to 
become available ~oth from Commission sources and from studiei on 
pollution control costs undertaken in the Member si~tes in accordance 
with the 1978 Council recommendation concerning methods for evaluating 
the costs of pollution control to ·industry. 

The Commission considers that the process of reallocating society's 
economic resources in order to create an improved industrial structure 
compatible with environmental, health and consumers' protection 
requirements ma~ in the short term have a~~erse as well as positive 
impacts on the economy. By using the available cost studies and by 
undertaking new studies the Commissi6n believes that t~ese impacts can 
be better identified before new policy measures are introduced. In 
part·icular the Commission wants to be able to identify the possibility 
for increased growth and employment in~ 
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(a) industries producing pollution abatement equipment and services; 

(b) industries using Less polluting technologiesp renewable or 
recyclab~natural resources or making more efficient use of 
natural resources. 

The Commission is also concerned about identifying other positive 
impacts at the macroeconomic Level such as 

(a) ·productivity increases·where environmental regulations stimulate 
technological developments (e.g. Less polluting industries using 
natural resources more efficientLy); 

(b) increases in the average Level of productivity in some industries 
as environmental regulations .result in the closing of plants that· 
are inefficient in their use of natural resources. 

ad 2) The development of environmental policy instruments of an economic 
nature includes such measures as: ~ . n r 

(a) State aids; 

(b) use of Community funds; 

(c) use of pollution charges. 

The Commission is presently considering extending the existing Community 
fram~work allowing the granting of State ,aids for environmental 
protection investments according to its 1974 Communication to the Member 
States on the subject. The existing system to expire on 31.12.80 
allows for the granting of aids to investments in existing plant in'. 
order to ensure fast implementation of new enviro~ental protection 
measures in industry. 

The use of Community funds for environmental protection is already 
possible both in the form. of grants and loans from .existing Community 
financial instruments. But in several situations this is not considered 
adequate. Following proposals from the Eu~opean ~~rliament, the 
Commission will very soon present proposals for a regulation to 
introduce a new Community Environmental Financial Instrument. Actions 
benefiting from this new Community instrument will include: 

1. Expenditure for facilitating. the implementation of Commurdty 
environmental protection legislation; 

2. Aids in favour of developing Less pol~yting technologies consuming 
Less natural resources; '~ 

I 

3. Actions for environmental protection and nature,conservation; 
i .• 

4. Actions for environmental protection ih relation to major new 
economic developments. 
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The purpose of pollution charges is to encourage the polluter to take 
the necessary measures to reduce pollution as cheaply as possible 
and/or to let the polluter pay the share of the costs of collective 
measures for pollution prevention. 

Charges may be Levied on the load of contaminants released into the 
environment by a discharger. Effluent charges are Levied in France 
and The Netherlands and are planned for the Federal Republic of Germany 
and Italy. These charges relate to the effluent Load (or concentration) 
discharged by industry or municipalities to waterways or the sea and the 
funds are used to provide finance for treatment facilities and other 
environmental improvement and services. There are at present no taxes 
levied on emissions of air pollutants. 

The Commission realizes that there are both advantages and disadvantages 
connected with pollution charging systems. 

In general, the advantages of pollution charges are: 

- if set at the correct Level, charges sho~ld provide an incentive 
for the discharger to reduce his discharge (and, under some schemes, 
he will ~eceive a grant towards the cost Qf any abatement measures); 

= the polluter pays to 'use' the environment to dispose of his wastes; 
his payments may then be used to form a ,'.fund' to assist others to 
install treatment or to assist the authorities to pay for other 
environment~l projects. · 

The disadvantages are~ ., "l 

- that such schemes may be costly to operate unless the necessary controls 
and the mechanisms for collecting charges are already in place. 

Furthermore, the effects on industry of introducing charging schemes 
' have not yet been fully clarified. The Commission is, howeverp concerned 

about the existence ·of and the possibil.ity of further introduction of 
water pollution charging schemes in the Member States which are too 
different from each other. Such a situation is not. ideal for the proper 
functioning of the common market. The Commission is also concerned to 
avo·id the introduction of too different national charging schemes for 
~ynes of pollution other than water pollution. 

Pollution charges are already envisaged in' the ·cont,ext of the common 
transport policy. They make up part of th~ 'costs ¥hich according to 
the Commission 1 s proposal should be paid b},' users of transport 
infrastructure. More specifically the dr~ft directiye on the 
adjustment of national taiation systems for commerci~l vehicles adopted 
in principle by the Council in 1980, provides for the possibility of 
environmental charges being levied on heavy goods vehicles. 

It might be of interest if the Council would exchange views on this 
subject. 
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The Environmental Action Programme emphasized the need to coordinate at 
Community level present endeavours in the Community to set up machinery 
to provide the 'scientific, technical and economic informatio~ necessary 
for Environmental Protection Programmes to be carried out. The 
Commission was there~ore given the following priority tasks: 

-making an inventory of all sources'of information on environment 
matters ~n the Community (documentation services, specialist centres 
and independent experts, research projects); 

- carrying out studies with a view to setting up a coordinated body 
of information services; 

- setting up an information system on environmental legislation; · 

- analysing the possiblity of setting up and operating an information 
system on pollution-control technology; 

creating an information system on conferences of en~ironmental interest; 

-evaluating the ECDIN pilot prpject carried out under the research 
programme. 

. I 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The pilot edition of the inventory of documentation and information ·, 
centres concerned with environmental matters published in 1978 was well 
received (over 550 copies sold>. The final version will be available 
on magrietic tape next April and publication ,is due in June. 

A list of research projects has been drawn up and is available on 
magnetic tape. It contains 10 000 sources of information and the 
part covering research on solid waste is to be published in the 
very near future. The Community's contribution to INFOTERRA, the 
International Reference System set up under 'UNEP, is made regularly 
from this list. Technical cooperation with those running INFOTERRA 
is highly productive. 
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The list of specialist centres. and independent experts has not been 
drawn up, despite the Council Decision of 8 December 1975. 

The Commission has had a guide compiled for users of bibliographic 
data banks on environmental topics, giving practical information 
on them 1n order to encourage their ·use. the guide is now being 
published. 

On 8 February 1980 the Commission invited a number of Community 
bodies to tender for the preparation of an Information System on 
Environmental Legislation. Submissions are to reach the Commission 
not Later than 9 June 1980. 

Work- on the network for providing information on anti-pollution 
technology has not been started. Also, as regards the system for 
providing information on environment conferences, the national 
experts consulted on the subject advised the Commission against 
setting up a specialized system for environmental matters. 

·d 
Work on evaluating the ECDIN pi Lot project::has not, yet begun. 

III. DIFFICULTIES AND PROSPECTS • ,I 

,: 
The Commission has found that the Member States give a Low priority 
to work relating to the dissemination of information. 

The Commission would draw th~ attention of the Member Stat~s to the 
importance.Qf the administrative body ch~rged with gathering and checking 
the information which ~ill be contained ·in the inventories ment1oned 
above. Certain Member States Lack such administrative structures; 
in others there are difficulties due to want of resources. 

i • 'I I 

It would be very much easier to compile and update-these inventories 
if the re~ponsibilities and remits of the;Gompetent"national bodies 
were clearly defined. 

r· I : 

Before embarking ·on any new projects, the Commission will make every 
effort to dra~ up the inventory of sptcia(~st cenir~s and independent 
experts and the survey of laws. 
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PROMOTION OF AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS AND EDUCATION 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The success of an environment policy presupposes that all categories 
of the population and all the social forces of the Community become 
aware of its importance and help to protect and improve the environment. 
This implies a campaign to promote awareness and to educate. 

The Action Programme therefore called upon the Commission to continue 
with the activities carried out since 1973 namely: 

- periodically publishing reports on the state of the environment 
in the Community; 

- preparing educational brochures for teachers; 

- Community support for university activi~~es; r , 

- cooperating with non-governmental organizations. 

The Commission was also asked to start a new project of publishing 
popularized editions of reports of studie~,.to set up a network for 
the exchange of information on experience gained in pilot primary 
schools, to take steps to make the general public more aware of the 
need to protect the environment, to provide,.specific,information 
and to issue environment stickers. · 

II. 'ACHIEVEMENTS 

In February 1977 the Commission set up ·a network of ,pi Lot primary 
schools teaching environment as a subject. The aim of the network 
is to extend the number of schools in which the subject is taught, 
to cooperate in improving methods of teaching about the environment 
and to make generally available the experience gained by the schools. 
A further aim is for the schools to ga•her, try out and disseminate 
educational material on the environment for ~se in other schools in 
their own country. There are now 25 schools taking part in the 
pilot project and the first results have been published. 

The Commission's training scheme was also aimed at p~ople in the 
professions and at university staff and took the form of support for 
further training <conferences, seminars, scholarshi~~) and the ~ype 
of summer course intended to provide scien,tists and, engineers with an 
overall view of the problems connected wit(pollution. 

There were various operations aimed at providing the.general public 
and interested circles with mor~ informati~n. The First and Second 
Reprts on the State of the Environment wer.e .published in 1977 and 
1979; the Third Report will be published in 1980. ., 
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There was also further close cooperation with the non-governmental 
organizations belonging to the European Environment Bureau. Studies, 
reports and popularized editions of papers on the Communities' 
environmental a~tivities have been published and sent to many bodies 
connected with environmental matters. Support was given to the 
creation of environment training centres and contributions made to 
national and international teaching and information projects (seminars, 
workshops, etc.>. 

Other large-scale publicity projects (European stamps representing 
different aspects of the quality of life,mobile exhibition-units) 
have had to be abandoned as they were too expensive. Because of 
the limited means available the Commission has not yet been able to 
commence work on environment stickers. 

III. PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 

The schools project is undoubtedly the biggest and most effective 
& project undertaken by the Commission in c~nnection with teaching'on 

environmental matters. It is an excellent example of European 
cooperation, even if the success is partly due to th~ concept of 
environment not yet having .a fixed place i.n 1,the curr1eula of schools 
in the Member States. · 

The difficulties encountered in administering and extending the network 
of schools are essentially financial. They could be resolved by adding 
a specific budget heading with sufficient funds. 

Once the experiment has reach-ed an advanced.operati~nal level, the 
competent authorities in the Member States should take over national. 
coordination (which is in any case the second aim 6f~the project), · 
while the Community would continue to look after the European aspect 
of the experiment. It is also intended that the experiment should. 
be extended to secondary schools and vocational training colleges. 

The Commission's policy on informing the public and.~aking it more 
aware of environmental matters has not been as well .organized 
bs it might have wished. This is partly due to th~.~ery modest 
funds allocated. 1 ; 

! 

From this· it follows that the Community's ad~ion, alt~ough well 
received, is necessarily only partial and i~adequate. Clearly, the 
Community can only refine and improve the quality of ·the information 
available but it cannot·create information. 

The Commission's information policy on environmental problems could 
definitely be more incisive and effective if 1it went.hand in hand with 
action by national authorities which reflect~d Comm~njty-level action 
more closely. ' ·· · 
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It would also be desirable for the national authorities - in parallel 
with discussions in the Council relating to. the adoption of new 
regulations - to undertake projects to make ~pecialist circles more 
aware of the problems. The Commission would provide assistance on the 
Community aspect of such projects. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF DIRECTIVES 

I. OBJECTIVES 

The implementation of the Directives is monitored in order to·c_.heck 
that Member States are introducing the laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions necessary to comply within the given time
limits with the various Directives adopted by the Council. 

To this end, the Commission examines the essential provisions of 
national law sent in by the Member States and where necessary 
initiates the procedure provided for in Article 169 of the EEC Treaty. 

II. ACHIEVEMENTS 

Apart from the Directives on motor vehicles which -were adopted by the 
Council as part of the General Programme to remove technical barriers 
to trade in industdal products, eight enVironment Directives were to 
have been embodied in national law by 1 February 1980. -

These include two Directives on water quality (surface water intended 
for the abstraction of drinking water and bathing water>, four 
Directives on wastes <waste oils, wastes; P.CBs, wa_ste from the 
titanium dioxide industry) and two Direct,ives on atmospheric polluti.on 
<the sulphur content of gas oils and the ·lead cont~nt of petrol). 

After checking the implementation of these :eight D.irectives, the 
Commission served thirty-three notices, published .. nineteen reasoned 
Opinions and brought one case before the lCourt of:,.:tustice. 

Progress in implementing these Directiv-es va'ries considerably from one 
Member State to another. Three Member States have ~om-plied completely 
or almost complete-Ly with the obligations imposed upon them by the 
provisions of these ·Directives. Four Member States have not enacted 
all of them, although they are in the proc:ess of doing so. Finally, 
two Member States have yet to begin implemientation. 

"' 
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lii. DIFFICULTIES AND ~ROSPECTS 

There are different reasons for delays in enacting the Directives; 
they may be institutional, administrative or technical. 

Belgium is in the throes of institutional reform involving the 
transfer of responsibilities from the State to the regions, among them 
responsibility for various aspects of the environment. Political 
difficulties in carrying through this regionalization have generally 
had the effec.t of delaying the implementation of environment Directives. 

In Italy, Parliament has to be involved in enacting Directives. 
Further problems have arisen because each time Parliament is dissolved, 
draft legislation is rendered null and void and the whole procedure 
has to begin again. 

The Commission has already made these two Member States aware of the 
need to.bring their Laws into line as quickly as possible. The 
Belgian Ministry of the Environment has asked the Commission for one 
year's grace (until December 1980) to give Belgium time to enact these 
Directives. The Italian Government has submitted a draft Law to 
Parliament authorizing the Government to pass regv.lations to implement· 
e·ighty Directives, including the envi ronmerit Directives. 

i 
Other Member States, like Ireland and Luxembourg, have set up new 
administrative structures combining the responsibi.l ities p·reviously 
assigned to other ministries. Framework legislation has been worked 
out after carrying out surveys to accurately defiQe the extent of 
the problems to be solved. This reorganization and the fact that onLy
modest sums were alldcated for it were the main re•sons for the delays 
in enacting Directives. 

Although the United Kingdom has generally passed its laws in good time 
as tar as England and Wales are concerned, the corresponding laws 
relating to Scotland and Northern Ireland were Late reaching the 
Commission. 

Lastly, the main reason why the Netherlands was late in enacting 
Community environment legislation is its ,pr;actice of passing very 
extensive framework legislation and then implement.ing the various 
parts of it gradually. . ~: "' 

To sum up, the Commission finds the Memb~r-States ~ery willing to 
apply environment Directives. It is plea~~ed to note that there are 
close Links between the Commission departm~nts and ~he national 
authorities in order to monitor implementaiion. !~·would neverthe
Less Like to see Member States sending in th~ir d~a~t Legislation 
earlier so that it has sufficient time to check tha~ it complies with 
the Community Directives. 
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Act~on Programme on the env:..roP..men"t. , l ~ env:tronment. 

" . " 1 "1 ; 

greement of the Representatives of the: \ 5,.3. 73 I 5s3~73 j OJ C 9 
Governments of the :Member States meeting in ! t ~ 15.3.73 
ithe Council on information for the Commission! , ~ 
and for the 1<!ember States ;.1i th a view to ~ I ) 
possible harmonization throughout the i I ,. 
Commu.lli ties of urgent measures concerning the l ! 
'roteqtiop. of the ep.~ironment. , :l ~ 1 

* I J 
eement of the Representatives cf the ~15·7·74 j 15b7~74 ITioJ C 86 

overnments of the Member States of the :1 1 , 20,,7 c74 
opean Comuru:.ttities meeting in the Council ! 

f 15 ~;Jul;jr 197 4 supplementing the Agreemen,t j ! 
f 5 March 1973 on information for the ~ ¥ 
ommission and for the ~fember States with a I I 
iew to a possible harmonization throughout ~ ; 
he Communi t'ies of urgent measures concerning! ~1-.. he protection of the environment~ ~ 

~ 
3e3~75 I 3~3~75 

i 
esolution on e:nergy and the <environment. 

i} 

~ 
j 

i 
1 
! OJ C 168 ,. 
~25.7*75 

nTo inform the Commission aP~ the other 
. jMember States of draft environmental 
! legisla:ti::m. 'l'o enable the Commission to 
'j extend the scope of the intended measure 
ito the rest of the Community, in certain 
lconditio~s. 
ri ' 

~ ~I'o 
i 

elaborate on the previous Agreement. 

·~ 
' { 

!To 5e-t out an .ac·~:;.on Programme with regard 
]to thermal discharges, sulphur dioxide and 
lni trogen oxides, 

! 



No 

75/436/ 
Euratoms 
ECSC, EEC 

1365/75 
t 

76/161/EEC 

79/3jEEc 

---·--------------
:DATE 3. 

PURPOSE TI'I'LE 'b:r·ought ~ OJ 
into force I No ; 

+-·--+--··=··~---------· ·---~-----·-
Coux1ci1 Recommendation of cc8t allocati-::m 

, and action by public a:IJ.thorities .:m 
I environmental matters. 

~ 
s 
I 
u ReguJ.at ion on the creation of a E~u.ropean 
iFounrlation for the Improvement of Living 
~~1d Working Conditions~ 

I 
' 

~ 
i , 
' • 

3 • .).,75 

25 -75 

Resolution concerr...ing a revised list of .' 24.6~75 
seco:nd-oa.tegory pollutants to be st•Jrlied as 
part of the Action P:rogr·amme of the EuropeaL 
Communi ties o:a the environment~ 

!Resolution on the adaptation to technical 
!progress of Directives or other Community 
Jrules on the protection ~1d improvement of fh" envirfnment, , 

\ !Decision ~s+,abliahihg a cO!IIlllon procedure- ±:or 
the setting up and constant updating of a11 

linv~ntory of.sources of information on the 
1emnronment 1.n the EEC. 

i 

~ouneil Recommenda:tion to. the :Member States 
egarding :me+.hodz of evaluating the cost of 
ollution control to i:miust:ry,. 

·'. 
i 

I 
I 
I 
I 

115~7,75 
l 
' i 
I 
~ 

~ 
~ 
·' 

'~ 

·-~ 

l 
~ 
~ 

1 
B. 12 ... 1~5 I 

; 

~ 
,t 

9 .. 12~78 

., 
.) ' l CJ -~~ "?4 i ~o bst o1;j-: i.:t detaj_:t +he prooed•1..rt~S fnr 

2)/' "-j ,,_ppJ;:riP.g 'l;he -~\;Uu:ter' P~ys Princ~.ple~ and 
;;o ·~r·vvi!J.;;; for sonie e.x:ce:;tions ;,rhich m::w 
·be tnade -i:() 't~1is principJ.e -13 

26 ·5~'75 o:r 1 3S ! 'I'c G:Z'8a;~e a Fonnde.tion for the Inrp:ro-vemeni 

24~6 "75 

'15G7 o7.5 

- 6.·l2~75 

9o'l2~78 

30~5~ o;;. of f...tJ~"'l.~.ilg and Ho:rh .. : .. xlg Cor .. di:tions 1 to 
-sp~ci:fy i-:s -~;ask~ P it-s YJorking bodies 

,j '· sm. the ::uim:.n:!.stra'ti va ? .. nd. 1:rudgeta:r'y'' 
.! ::procedures relc.ting to it. 

;i 

~- -')~J C ·158 : 'Io •:!O?tp)_ete t.ha Actio.-:1 ~ogra.nune by· 
:25 .;::- , ?5 l' Hsting second.....;category polluts.nts 1r/hi'Oh 

'2h:ruld be s.ss.on::~sed. :'.:l. ·~erms ;::;f Z"~~sks to 
huJnan h8~t1 'th ~d the environ.men~t ·~ 

OJ 0 168 'l'o adnp;; '""' s. solution in p:t•incipl.e the 
25o7 "5 establiBhJ1en-t of committees on adaptation 

ts ~;;;.:;.::mice.l progress responsible for 
.,.,,,·ising •.::ertain provisions of Corrwnmity 
'Diz'a~ti·ves o7~ ~aegu.la~i; io:n.:s -~ Tc,. de fin; 

:i 

1 Q,)'" 1 
N $-~ 2. ,-:r 
H .,.· :) .. J i o 
i) 

,, 
~ ()J .. T S 
~ 'J·-· .1J .v 

i ,..,_ "'1 '1'9 ~ ,_:)A ,1 i 

~ 

the opera'tin.g conditions of these 
comm.itt.aee 

To defin~ }Jroced:::res for c;,"'·aating ar.d 
\lpclat·:r:.<g ~;,;11.::.:1€8 inverrtoz:ies ~ 
' ' .:J • • _, • \a) t:.oct'U!!e:.r~a't1Vn centres anc seT··v1.ces 
~b) EyeC~;.,,:?.J..ist z:.e/J~res :tn.d. ind.e}Jendent 

~~ / ·::) 
sxpert2. 
·:'8Sea:r-~!1 )rojecta <$ 

d ., ./'::'- ' < ' ' ~ ' • ., ~ T::; StcJ.l.TlB -;;ne pr::.ncJ..ples ana. me--chods to 
'!"be t~L}.ov_r8d ·t-lJ:e t4:~m~::.~ ?3tatss in 
assessing i;h~ cos't of :ool1;;;~;ion 0ont:roi 
to L:ii':::.8t;:_y ,_. 

. .. 



No TITLE adopted 

DATE 

brought 
into forcE; 

Co::.~·:.:uni ty approach to State_ aids in ]J 7 .11 •74 I 7 .11 •74 
er.-;ironmental matters. 
( Co::.l!JJission J,femorartdum to the Member States) 

OJ 
No 

4. 

PURPOSE 

To inform the Member States of the 
general criteria that the Commission 
will apply in assessing whether or not 
existing or planned State aid is 
compatible with the provisions of the 
Treaty. 



j 

i 



,. . ... r 

DATE I 6o 

iio 1; TITLE I d I brought 1 OJ 
~~·~~--- _ ruiopie 

1 
into f?rc~ 

1 
No 

75/440/EEC iDirective concerning the quality required ofll16.6.75 18.6.77 1 OJ L 194 
·7 ·75 

PURPOSE 

To define the quality reqJ.irerm·nts for 
surface fresh water used for or inter,!led 
for the abstraction of rlridcing ·v-rater. 
Provision of plans -to chan up water .. 

j-

1 
I 

I 
I 
i 

75/437/EEC 

75/438/EEC 

..... 

76/160/EEC 

I surface ·water intended for the abstraction I of drinking l-1ater in the Member States. ~ 

Decision concluding the Convention for the 
Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land
based Sources. 

Decision concerning Community participation . 
in the Interim Commission established on the 
bases of Resolution No III of the Convention 
for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from 
Land-based Sources. 

l :; J 

'

,'!Resolution on. the· Oonvent:l.on fo:-e the 
Prevention of :Marine Pollution from Land
based Sources. 

k:recti~ concerni,j, the quality o:r l>a'thirlg 

1 
ater. . 

I 
! 

3.3.75 

3.3.75 

:J.-5•75 

l 8.12.75 10.12.77 

OJ L 194 
25.7·75 

OJ L 194 
25·7·75 

To define the requirements with which 
the quality measurements must comply. 

Ratification by the Community of the 
Paris Convention for the Prevention of 

,Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources. 

To authorize the Commissiort to 
represent the Community in the Interim 
Commission responsible for administering 

" the Paris Convention. 

OJ C 168,To invite the Member States to sign 
25.7.75 the Faris Convention. 

OJ L 31 
5.2.76 

To define the qualii;;.· requirements fer 
bathing water. 

To define the sampling frequsncy, the 
measuring methods and the requirements 
with which these meae~ements must 
comply. To lay down. ths oon.ii+ions 

'·in ;..,rhich this qualEy is 'tc be 
I achieved. 
! 



·:·::~.-

,, ... 

1::: 

'7'7 

r·: 

• illwww w w-'"·--~ 
DJ...TE I 

~ 

( . 

" li . 

\ I ~ OJ i prropr"''"'' 3 , b"·ought i I vn .. -w.r. 
P adoute:" t A 1 s :r~I~L8 

i · · c.. 1 i:1to forcel l~o ! 
~ •--~~.~~~-~~~---~~~---~''~•··~···~-~~~~--~-~-·Y-:-.-·-·----r-------~~ i --·~--···-~----------.-.- .. ---·-· ·-•oOooV:-·~--->'>' 
~:·scoJmeJl<icn.<.oL* 1;o ·~ne Mmnoer ::.ta.tes ~ '19, 12.75! - \'OJ L 9 ~To ensure tha"t the Protoco.L on the 
..;:.,., .. , •. ~ ... ,,,; .•. ,,· .· .~ .. ~ O"'''t ---_,''"""'""' 1 d f: (; ·~h •1 7~" ~ -.;:\ ~t..! .-.-·~ 'f'if .,..,•.,.,_o -. 11,,...:_..~ Y'l .1:'~.~,-,~, ;· ·-:-~->-· . '"···'·"o"' i>) cl..tte:r.d the ... ,rt.-,.gove.c.mJenta~ :l 1 1 .~. .••• ,o jPlvVell .1.0D •JI ,v.a:n.H~ l:'o ·~t·1.c ... '·"·t" [.a.,.-

uec·~t:v_~ Jt Bar·c•Blo:n.a, ~ j l i baBed Sourc•es j_s modelled on :he p·omxionE 
fi ,1· ~of the Pa.ris ConvelT~ion. 

\'' :e ' .... : :-:n ·;:;c:llJt~.on caused 'uy certain 
-~ -:~:--~?·e:, Di,_S sul>::;··f,a.ncet~ disc::,argE\cl irJ.to the. 

_, 2,1vi:r'Q!1Ille'·-t: of' -!;he Gommu:cli ty. 

~-N,t~i.S.i;·)n-' -0C'£1c: .. : ... _-~d.in~ .-th:.~ CoJ:T\ren~ion ·tor:·tl:ie .. 
cf the ~iecUterra.neari Sea- again\st 

P ).1 J;xt:i on e.:c1d tJ::..e P:'oto0o1 for the 
-n~e,<ention. .:;J: the Pollution of thcs-

~ zz;:t_:_;ff_ ~- 'f- ,J r :;.:· £:1''.€ t3.T.:.. 

" :::x:~:: ;,_ i..i.: c i~ ai t 
Sea ·by :Dumping f1'~0m Ships 

! lk::cis.l.m:. ;;he ,_;onven·t:ion f:;:r the 
; '-'"rots,:-', :i.e;· o:t ·c.he Rhi:re against Chemical 

'~,;~ .c:1t.c <n me, 6D A.d~itlona.l Agr·eemen·i; to ·i;he 
, 3i;.ved ln P.:?Jrne on 29,4.·1063 9 

cc,:uc .-··(·t'llY.:.g ·i:,he J':n:~,~rn.atiorJal Comriiiss:ton for 
~ t'!Je c; ;~-\;~"c·t:~oxl of t:~e Rhine aga5.-c:.St 

S' .. -.· .. -. ---'~}.01:1~~ 

,._,_, __ =- .-;~-. ..... _.,..., ._..........,~_ .. ,,,~.-~ .. ......,..-. 

·N 
C\/a.lmio:?sion Act~ 

ij :·. ~ 

4 5 76 I · , -s • "' I ·~r•)·{· 

~ 

q 
! 

I, 
! 

~ 25o 7 • 77 ~ 
j ~ l 
~ ; 
# 1 ; i 

r 
w 

a 
~ . 

~ 

i 
I 
i 

25·7·77 

' I 
I 
;i 

i 
~ 

CJ L l29 
~ "Ho)o76 

l 
j 
i 

i 
i tos 1 240 
1'19·9·77 
~ 

I 
I 
~ 
~ O.J L 240 
l'l9o9c77 

~To provide a syr::tem 'of au'cL;:ciza<;tol'll:> fo·.· 
I th~ disch<'J'ge of dangerous substa.xy:es int.o 
~ Wa'(;er. 
:1 'l'o p::ro:ride limit vai.ues or ·-rua·:u. ty 
I objectives and monitoring p.roced:;;;.:.:··"" Jtc:· 
~ List I t'iJ.bstaJ1ces. · 
I 'I'o prmiid.e quality objectivt:'!E: ±\;~· 1i,;or. 
!sucst~~ce8. · 
iTo adopt anti~pollution progrmmnes I.:Jfi? 

I both typos of substance and :ormrm .. 1':1ic~te 
1 them to the Commission. 
I To draw up a list of discharges 
i involving List I suhstances, 
... , 

~ .. L"onc".t·us1 011 "'v +•-,. Com"l"".,..,.; .•. '" ,_·P ·'·''·" j ' .L I.Jv u.\.J.w ,1 Ul.!.Jl(..U..:...l- ~,J' -.J., ~.s_-...;.....,. 

I Earcelona Convention and it;:;; .2'5,rst 
j P:cotocol. 

I 
I 
~ ,.., ..... ., "''l ~ . • h .n-- rr.· ~ + ... · .. + ....;.. ·:.., l Con~.~.c..Sl.On by t •• e c.,.!!bLU'l.J. .,,, .).. ,,,,,.e 
fconvention. 
l 
1 
' ' 

• 

jf!bE('. 



·~·~- . ! ... -~ ~--·-·· 
I 

No 
I 
j 

TITLE 

·--···-· l 

·;;-/7;;/EEc--l Decision establishing a common procedure 
i for the exchange of information on the 

1
1 quality of surface fresh water in the 
· Community. 
' 

78/659/EEC 

79/869/EEC 

79/923/EEC 

Resolution setting up an Action Programme of 
the European Communities on the control-and 
reduction of pollution cau.sed by hydro.:.. 
carbons discharged at sea. 

Directive on the quality of fresh waters 
needing protection or improvement in order 
to support fish life. 

Directiv~ concerning the methods of 
measurement and frequencies of sampling 
and analrsis of surface water ~ntended fqr· 
the abstraction of" drinking water in the J · 

Member States. 

Directive on the quality required. of 
shellfish waters. 

' 

I . .. 

DATE 

adopted 

12.12. 77 

26.6.78 

brought 
into force 

12.12.71 

26.6.78 

18.7.78 I 20.7.86 

9.10.79 9o10.81 

30.10.79 30.10.81 

T·-·-··-

OJ 
No 

OJ L 334 
24.12.77 

OJ C 162 
8.7.78 

T·--···-····--···. -··---··· ·---·-· . - -·----·-· 

8. 

PURPOOE 

To designate a coordinating body. To 
designate the stations taking part in the 
exchange of information. To define the 
parameters to be measured. 
To provide for the publication of a 
summary report. 

To ley down a six-point study progranme 
to be carried out by the Commission to 
determine the gaps to be filled in this 
sector by means of measures at Communi~y 
level. 

OJ L 222 I To lay down the quality requirements for 
14.8.78 waters intende·d to support fish life. 

OJ L 271 
29.10.79 

OJ L 281 
0.11 79 

To la;y down sampling frequ.ency, measuring 
methods and the requirements with which 
the measurements must comply. 
To lay down the conditions in which this 
quality is to be.achieved. 

To la;y down reference measuring methods 
for the parameters contained in 
Directive 75/440/EEC and sampling 
frequencies. 
To la;y down· the requirements with which 
these measurements must comply. 

To la;y down the quali t_y requirements for 
shellfish waters. 
To la;y down the sampling frequencies, 
measuring methods and the requirements 
with which these measurements must CCJmply. 
To ley ~own the condi tiona ~n which 1·his 
quality is to be achieved. · 

-



No I 
80/68/EEC 

I 
l 

TITLE 

Directive on the protection of groundwater 
against pollution caused b,y certain 
dangerous substances. 

adopted 

DATE 

brought 
into force 

17.12.79l19.12.81 

OJ 
No 

OJ L 20 
26.1.80 

w•- -~~-- ---- -- ~-• 
9. 

PURPreE 

To prevent the discharge of List I 
substances and restrict that of List II 
substances. 
To set up a system of authorizations 
and lay down the conditions for 
derogations. 
To prepare an inventory of discharge 
authorizations granted. 

A, 



1 
. 

D 

H 
H-
H 



.~iiillll!ID' .• , .......... .-

No TITLE ap.opted 

.. 
DATE 

brought 
into force 

70/220/EEC 1 Directive relating to measures to be taken 1 ~0.3.70 1 1.10.71 
against air pollution b,y gases from positive 
ignition engines of motor vehicles. 

74/290/EEC 1 Amendments: First I 28.5.74 I 1.10.74 

77/102/EEC I Second* 130.11.761 1.1.17 

78/665/KEC I Third* 114·7·78 I 1.1.79 

72/306/KEC I Directive on measures to be taken against 2.8.72 10.2.74 
emissions of pollutants from diesel engines 
for use in motor vehicles. 

:Amendment ~ . J I I 

75/441/KEC IDecision establi~hing a common procedure 24.6.75 -
for the exchange of information between the 
surveillance and monitoring networks based 
on data relating to atmospheric pollution 
caused b.y certain compounds and suspended 
particulates. 

* . Adopted by the Commission. 
\ 

OJ 
No 

oA:\.. --~· ~ .... ,_L ... -~ .. 

PURPOSE 

··-··. 11. 

I OJ L 76 I To lay down requirements· relating to the 
6.4.70 type approval of motor vehicles. 

I OJ L 159 To define specifications for acceptance 
15.6.74 tests. 

I OJ L 32 To fix permissible values for carbon 
3.2.77 monoxide, hydrocarbon fuels and nitrogen 

oxides and determine materials, conditions 
and methods for use in measuring levels 
of these substances. 

1-oJ L 223 
I 

14.8.78 

OJ L 190 I To ley down requirements relating to the 
20.8.72 type approval of diesel motor vehicles. 

I OJ L 2151 To define standards for acceptance 
6.8.74 tests. 

To fix permissible values for fumes, 
and determine materials, conditions 
and methods for measuring levels of 
the fumes. 

OJ L 194 To set up a procedure for exchanging 
25.7-75 information between the Member States' 

measuring stations. 
, To nominate a coordinating body. . To arrange for the publication of a 

summary report. 

.. 



I 
I 

~ I ~Tlli 
j adopted 

DATE 

OJ 
No 

.., G 

12. 

PURPOSE 
~ 

·-·-····---~"~--~·!----- ...j"f-----~-----,--f-----1[------------------------
' 

brought 
into force 

16/EEC l_ Directive relating to the sulphur content 
I of certain liquid fuels. 

I 
i 

i 
~ 

, .. /'EFG Directive relating to measures to be taken 
against the emission of pollutants from 
diesel engines for use in wheeled 
3-gricultural forestry tractors. 

u 
il 
j 

/EEC I Directive concerning the lead content of I '""""·-~Al 
N 

I 
I 
;{ 
~ 
i 

!J:''V ~,'.jft ~., ~ J 

I , 
!Decision authorizing the Community to 
!sign the Convention on Long-range 
~~Tansboundary Air Pollution. 

24.11.75 26.8.76 

28.6.77 I 30.12.78. 

29.6.78 I 5.1.80 

15.10.79 

OJ L 307 
27.11.75 

OJ L 220 
29.8.77 

OJ L 197' 
22.7.78 

To define two types of gas oil. To 
provide for a reduction in the sulphur 
content of these gas oils in two 
stages. 
To provide for exemptions where 
appropriate. 
To provide for spot checks on the sulphur 
content of the fuels. 

To lay down requirements relating to the 
type approval of such vehicles. · 
To fix permissible values for the fumes 
and determine materials, conditions and 
methods for measuring levels of the 
fumes. 

To fix the lead content of super grade 
petrol at 0.4 gjl. 
To lay down a reference measuring 
method. 
To provide for Ireland to be exempted. 
To provide for other exemptions where 
appropriate. 

See title. 



.. 



DATE 

No I TITLE 
adopted brought J OJ 

into force No 

70/157/EEC I Directive relating to the permissible sound 
level and the exhaust system of motor 
vehicles 

73/350/EEC i Adaptation 

71/212/EEC Amendment 

74/151/EEC I Directive relating to certain parts and 
characteristics of wheeled agricultural or 
forestry tractors. 

11 /311/EEC Directive relating to the driver-perceived 
noise level of wheeled agricultural or 
forestry tractors. 

78/1015/EECI Directiv~ relating to the permissible sound 
Leve:L a.n9, exhaust ~ystem of· m~~or~ycle~. : 

6.2.70 10.8.71 

7.11.731 1.3.74 

8.3.77 I 1·4·77 

4·3·74 I 7·4·75 

29.3-77 1.10.79 

23.11.78 1.10.80 

79/113/EEC Directiv~ relatingl to the dete:Bmihitio:h o'f-,- ·11-9'.12;.781' 2h6.80 · 
the noise emission of construction plant 
and equipment. 

, 

_OJ L 42 
23.2.70 

I OJ L 321 
22.11. 73 

I OJ L 66 
12.3. 77 

I OJ L 84 
28.3-74 

OJ L 105 
28.4.77 

OJ L 349 
13·~2~8 

OJ·L 33 
8.2.79 

=mt 
··----~-...... 

.. 
" i ~+ u 

PURPCSE 

To fix the permissible limits for the 
sound level, the equipment, conditions 
and methods for measuring this level. 

To prescribe measures for exhaust systems 

To fix the permissible limits for the 
sound level, the equipment, conditions 
and methods for measuring this level. 

To fix the permissible limits for the 
sound level, the equipment, conditons 
and methods for measuring this level. 

To fix the permissible limits for the 
sound level, the equipment, condi tiona 
and methods for measuring this level. 

To prescri. be measures for exhaust systems 

To define the sound level for 
construction plant and equipment. 
To define the criteria to use for 
expressing results, equipment and 
conditions for carrying out measurements, 
and calculation method. 

'· 



Jio 

80/51/ZEC 

TITLE 

Directive relating to the limitation of 
noise emissions from subsonic aircraft. 

DATE 

I brought 
adopted into fore~ 

20.12.79 21.6.80 

OJ 
No 

OJ L 18 
24.1.80 

15~ 

PURPOOE 

To make it compulsory for the Member 
States to apply Annex 16 to the 
Chicago Convention on Subsonic Aircraft. 

To establish mutual recognition of 
validity certificates. 

To determine exemptions. 

.. . 
~ 



l 

• 
I> 



No I TITLE 

7.5/439/EEC J Directive on .the disposal of waste oils. 

75/442/EEC 

76/403/EEC 

Directive on waste. 

J 

Directive on the disposal of poly
chlorinated biphe~ls and po~chlorinated 
terp)le~ls. " J ' 

adopted 

16.6.75 

15·7·75 

6.4.76 

DATE 

brought 
into force 

18.6.77 

18·7·77 

9·4·78 

OJ 
No 

OJ L 194 
25·7·75 

OJ L 194 
25-7-75 

OJ L 108 
26.4.76 

H .• 

PURPOSE 

To determine the arrangements to be· made 
for the collection and harmless disposal 
of waste oils. 
To recommend that waste oils be re-used. 
To provide a system of authorizations for 
firms responsible for collection and 
disposal. 
To provide a register of waste oils. 

To encourage the prevention and 
recycling of waste. 
To determine the arrangements to be made 
for the harmless disposal of waste. 
To provide administrative provisions for 
management and control. 
To provide a system of authorizations 
for firms responsible for collection, 
recycling or disposal. 

To prohibit their discharge, discardimg 
and unsupervised. dumping. 
·To make the harmless disposal-of usei 
PCBs compulsory. 
To promote the reclamation of PCBs. 
To provide a system of authorizations 
for. firms responsible for the dispoS21 
of PCBs. 

... 



·' 

! 
t 

I 
l 

TITlE 

76/431/EEC 11-Deci''~i~rttsetting up 
Mana£_:<!ment. 

a Committee on Waste 

76/912/EEC 

78/176/EEC 

78/319,/EEC 

* . Decision appointing the members of the 
Committee on Waste Management. 

Directive on waste from the titanium 
dioxide industry. 

Directive on toxic and dangerous wastes. 

*-~ommission Act. 

\ 

..., <II 

DATE 18" 

I brought 

. adopted into force 1 •• J -·--··-------- -~ 
OJ 
uo 

PLlttPOSE 

21.4.76 1.5.76 

23.12.76 23.12.76 

20.2.78 22.2.79 

20.3.78 22.3.8o 

OJ 1 115 
1.5.76' 

OJ 1 354 
24.12.76 

OJ 1 54· 
25.2.78 

OJ L 84 
31.3.78" 

To set up the CoiL;n:i.ttcc. 
To define its terms of reference, 
composition ana rules of procedure. 

To appoint the members of the WI11C. 

To promote the prevention arrl recycling 
of such waste. 
To ensure its harmless disposal. 
To provide.a system·of authorizations 
for disposal operations. 
To 1~ down-provisions governing 
immersion, discharge, storage and 
dumping. · 
To enact provisions for moni torl.ng lo:r.g
established industries and to provide 
decontamination programmes with 
possible exceptions for new industries. 
To provide a system of authorization 
which will include a preliminary 
~mpact assessment. 
To determine the information to be 
notified to the Commission. 

To ~omote the prevention and recycling 
of such wastes .. 
To lay down the arrangements to 'be mac.h. 
for its harmless disposr·l. 
To provide administrative measures for 
management and contrc ,_. 
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No TITLE 

DATE 

I brought , 
adopted J into forc~J 

l 
I 
I 
I 
~ 

I 

I 
I 
~ 

I 
j 

l 
I 
I 
I 

OJ 
No 

19. 

PURPOSE 

To provide for a system ()f authorization 
for firms responsible for its collection, 
recycling and disposal. 

To provide for disposal programmes, ~ch 
shall be notified to the Commission, and 
for exemptions. To draw up registers of 
the waste. 

lill 
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~ 



No 

·"78/618/EEC 

'?9/831/EEC 

TITLE 

~ 

J Resolution on fluorocarbons in the 

l environment. 

Decision*setting up a Scientific Advisory 
Committee to examine the toxicity and 
ecotoxicity of chemical compounds. 

Directive amending for the sixth time 
Directive 67/548/EEC on the approximation 
of laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions relating to the classification, 
packaging and labelling of dangerous 
substanc~s. 

- J' 

* Commission Act. 

DATE l 
·adopted J _brought 

. lnto force 

30.5.78 30.5.78 

28.6.78 28.6.78 

18.9.79 19.9.81 

OJ 
No 

OJ C 133 
7.6.78 

OJ L 198 
22.7-78 

OJ L 259 
15.10.79 

...... -------- .m 

21. 

PURPOSE 

To limit the production of CFCs in the 
Community. 
To encourage the search for substitute 
products. 
To promote the elimination of CFCs. 

To set up such a Committee. 
To establish its terms of reference and 
its composition. 
To define its method of working. 

To provide for a system of notification 
before placing any new chemical substance 
on the market. 
To provide administrative measures for 
managing and monitoring such notifications" 
To provide procedures for informing the 
Commission and the 1•1ember States. 
To define rules of confidentiality0 
To instruct the Commission to draw up an 
inventory of substances already on the 
market. 
To combine in one Directive the provisions 
of Directive 67/548 and its five 
subsequent amendments. 

"' 
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No 

75/65/EEC 

75/66/EEC 

78/150/EEC 

79/409/EEc 

.t<li . .'M w ~- "-· .... _, -~ - • 

TITLE 

! 
.J Recommendation to Member States concerning 

the protection of the architectural and 
natural he~itage. 

Recommendation to Member States concerning 
the protection of birds and their habitats. 

Decision adopting an EEC concerted research 
project on the growth of lat'ge urban 
concentrations. ~ 

Directive on the conservation of wild birds. 
- J 

Decision authorizing the Community to sign 
the Convention on the Conservation of 
European Wildlife and the Natural 
Environment. 
(Convention of Strasbourg) 

* Commission Act. 

DATE 

I brought 
adopted into fore~ 

20.12.74 

20.12.74 

7.2.78 16.2.78 

2·4·79 6.4.81 

18·9·79 

OJ 
No 

OJ L 21 
28.1.75 

OJ L 21 
28.1.75 

OJ L 45 
16.2.78 

OJ L 103 
25·4·79 

.....,., •• ~~h•.v-. j>-
23. 

PURPOOE 

i!li 

To recommend that the Member States sign 
and ratify swiftly the Convention on the 
World Cultural and Natural Heritage. 

To recommend that the Member States accede 
to the Convention of Ramsar on the 
Conservation of Wetlands and the Convention 
of Paris for the Protection of Birds. 

To adopt a two-year conce~ted research 
project. 
To lay down the conditions concerning 
management and financing of the project. 

To define the measures to be taken to 
maintain the populations of all wild 
species at an appropriate level. 
~o provide special conservation 
measures for some species. 
~o impose a general ban on marketing. 

Bee title. 

~ 
I 

.... 
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